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Abstract 

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, creates 3D objects 

by depositing materials layer upon layer, and it has been widely recognized as 

a pivotal technology for the nation's manufacturing revitalization. Compared 

with traditional subtractive manufacturing or the net shape process, AM holds 

several advantages. However, the inherent trade-off between accuracy and effi

ciency has been identified as a major obstacle to a wider adoption of AM. 

In order to address this challenge, in this study, we were focusing on improv

ing the overall time efficiency of AM process. The mask image projection-based 

stereolithography (MIP-SL) was selected as the targeted process. It uses a digi

tal light processing device as the light source to selectively solidify a layer of the 

liquid photosensitive pre-polymer. The total time consumption is comprised 

of two components: the time for pre-fabrication computation and the time for 

manufacturing. Therefore, this dissertation worked on these two aspects sepa

rately. 

As the time of exposure is predetermined by the material property and the 

desired layer thickness, to improve the time efficiency in manufacturing, how 

to increase the pulling up speed was studied in this dissertation. However, an 

inappropriate pulling up speed may result in a higher failure rate of the printing 

part. In Chap. 2, the separation process was investigated in order to optimize 
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the pulling up speed without compromising the process reliability. A fracture 

mechanics-based model, Cohesive Zone Model (CZM), was selected to model 

the separation process. Parameters were derived from experimentally obtained 

force history. The agreement between the experimental result and the simula

tion demonstrated that the CZM was capable of predicting the maximum sep

aration force. Meanwhile, a fluid mechanics-based model was also derived to 

reveal the relationship between the maximum force and material properties and 

process parameters. 

Based on the specific layer forming mechanism, an image-based slicing and 

tool path planning method was proposed in Chap. 3 to address the computation 

challenge. It transformed the problem from the continuous domain to the dis

crete domain. The proposed technique was motivated by the observation that 

the engineering setup has limited resolution beyond which the feature cannot 

be represented. The image-based method converted a 3D model into a set of im

ages directly, bypassing the conventional contour slicing. The image-based tool 

path planning used the image processing method to generate all necessary in

put for the SLA system. Both theoretical analysis and experimental simulation 

demonstrated that the proposed approach held higher fidelity and robustness 

with lower computational cost than traditional techniques. 

A novel computation paradigm was presented in Chap. 4 to further improve 

the computation efficiency. It was based on the similarities among customized 

models, and it reused information obtained from the template model slicing. 

The idea of comprehensive information reuse was implemented at several dif

ferent levels depending on variations between the customized model and the 

template model, including layer reuse, contour reuse, topology reuse, and im

age reuse. Experimental results showed that the proposed slicing paradigm 
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could significantly reduce the time consumption on slicing process. 

After the process efficiency has been improved from manufacturing and 

computation perspectives, constrained surface MIP-SL has been applied in the 

biomedical field. A continuous bioprinting approach was proposed. Through 

the investigation of the polymerization behavior for different compositions, the 

desired vertical accuracy was achieved which enabled us to effectively create 

channel embedded hydrogel constructs. The material replenishment was also 

studied to guarantee a stable material flow during the continuous printing pro

cess. By intellectually selecting the material with certain properties, a 35 x 25 x 

15 channelized liver model was printed within 5 minutes. During a 3-day cul

ture, the engineered tissue maintained high cell viability. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing (AM), as implied by its name, is a manufacturing tech

nology that creates 3-dimensional (3D) objects by accumulating material to

gether, usually in a layer by layer fashion. It is also termed as 3D printing, rapid 

prototyping (RP), direct digital manufacturing, solid free-form fabrication (SFF), 

or layer-based manufacturing (LM). Compared with traditional manufacturing 

processes, AM is relatively new. It can be traced back to the mid-1980s when 

Charles W. Hull patented his stereolithography apparatus (SLA). 

AM is a collection of different manufacturing techniques rather than a single 

process. Depending on the state of raw material used in the process, AM can be 

categorized into three major types [1]: 

1. Liquid material: Stereolithography Apparatue (SLA), Multi-jet Modling 

(MJM); 

2. Powder material: Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Selective Laser Melting 

(SLM), Inkjet 3D Printing (3DP), Electron Beam Melting (EBM), Selective 
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Separation Sintering (SSS); 

3. Solid material: Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), Liminated Objective 

Manufacturing (LOM). 

Although these processes incorporate different material or energy deposition 

mechanisms, such as laser, cutter, jet, nozzle, and electron beam, they all work 

in a layer-based additive way, and share the same principle. To materialize a 

final product from the conceptual design through AM, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, 

we usually need to go through the following steps: 

1. A solid model created by computer-aided design (CAD) software is con

verted into a STL(STereoLithography) file (a triangulated surface repre

sentation of the solid); 

2. The STL file is sliced into a series of 2-dimensional (2D) layers; 

3. The material is accumulated in a layer by layer fashion according to the 

2D slices to create a 3D part. 

.. .. 
Figure 1.1: The generic process of additive manufacturing 

Traditional manufacturing technologies which are prevailing in the manu

facturing industry can be divided into two categories: subtractive manufactur

ing and near net shape process, depending on whether there is material loss 
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or not. Subtractive manufacturing, such as lathing, milling, drilling and water 

jetting, etc., creates an object by removing excess material from the bulk, and 

therefore, results in substantial material waste. Also, depending on the geomet

rical complexity of the product, a part-specific and usually cumbersome path 

planning needs to get involved. Near net shape process, such as forging, die 

casting, extrusion, and injection modeling, etc., does not cause material loss, 

however, expensive tools are required to create a product with desired shape. 

Compared with traditional manufacturing, AM works in a different, if not an 

opposite way. It creates 3-dimensional (3D) objects from computer-aided de

sign (CAD) data directly [1] by accumulatively adding material on the desired 

position. Therefore, it will not lead to material loss, and the part-specific tool 

planning procedure is not required as well. Furthermore, different from near 

net shape process, die or mold which is usually expensive and time-consuming 

to obtain is not necessary for AM. 

In traditional manufacturing, when the geometry of a product becomes more 

complex, the machines or tools need to get more involved. However, AM does 

not fall into this stereotype. As a matter of fact, building a complex object by 

AM is as simple as building a block. In other words, AM is able to offer "com

plexity for free" [1]. This is attributed to AM's unique way to create an intricate 

3D feature which stacks a set of much simpler 2-dimensional (2D) geometries 

in the third dimension (building direction). Therefore, AM has a significant 

advantage over traditional manufacturing technologies in fabricating complex 

products, and provides the manufacturer with more flexibility to respond to the 

ever-changing market trend. 

Because of the aforementioned advantages that additive manufacturing holds, 

it draws increasingly attentions from both the academia and the industry. With 
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the advance of this technology, AM has no longer been applied for prototyp

ing purpose only, but also for fabricating the final products which can be used 

by end-user directly. It even has been hailed as the enabling technology for the 

third industry revolution, and it has been widely adopted in different industries, 

as shown in Fig. 1.2. EnvisionTEC Perfactory® process (SLA) is used to produce 

customized hearing-aid shells. The Walter Reed National Military Medical Cen

ter utilizes AM to produce customized cranial plates and cutting guides for bone 

grafts [2]. Several automotive manufacturers, such as Ford and BMW, offer their 

customers an option to select additively manufactured features, including trims 

and inlays [3]. Computer game peripheral is another field where AM process 

has been adopted. The FigurePrints allows the player of World-of-Warcraft to 

purchase miniature models of their game characters which are built by full color 

AM [4]. 

Food Fashion Consumer Construction 

Automotive 

ADDITIVE 
MANUFACTURING 

Robotics Defense Biomedical Device Human Tissue 

Figure 1.2: Applications of additive manufacturing in industry 
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As a comparatively new manufacturing technology, AM is still in its infancy. 

Thus, despite its advantages over the traditional manufacturing processes, AM 

inevitably suffers from some drawbacks which may become obstacles to a wider 

adoption of AM in the industry. These drawbacks include: 

1. Low time efficiency: Although AM is also termed as "Rapid Prototyp

ing", its time efficiency is still dramatically lower than mass production 

processes, such as injection molding [5]. A medium size part which has a 

length scale of centimeter can take several hours to finish. 

2. Imperfection: Approximation almost runs through every step in AM pro

cess, such as triangulation, slicing, tool path generation, and material de

position. This kind of approximation is the major cause of the low ac

curacy and poor surface finish. The deformation caused by the uneven 

thermal and/or mechanical stress distribution during the building pro

cess also contributes the imperfection. 

3. High cost: Even the lowest-cost AM setups which are usually used for 

prototyping purpose will only cost more than $5,000. The price of high

end AM machines, such as those for metal and ceramic parts fabrication, 

will easily go as high as $1,000,000. 

1.2 Stereolithography 

1.2.1 Photopolymerization Process 

Among various additive manufacturing (AM) processes, stereolithography (SLA) 

is the first commercialized process [1] as well as one of the most popular tech-
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nologies nowadays. 

Stereolithography is principally a polymerization process, which converts 

a multi-functional pre-polymer (monomer or oligomer, M) into a crosslinked 

polymer through a chain reaction [6]. This chain reaction is initiated by a reac

tive species (R•), such as free radicals or ions [7]. Because most pre-polymers do 

not generate this required reactive species, it is necessary to introduce some low 

molecular weight organic compounds [8] to start the polymerization process, 

and these low molecular weight compounds are termed as initiator (I). The re

active species, i.e., free radicals and ions, can be generated by applying thermal 

or photochemical stimulus [7] on the initiator. After being released, the reactive 

species adds to the pre-polymer by opening the n-bond, and it forms a new 

radical or ions [7]. Then this newly formed reactive species follows the same 

fashion by connecting itself with another pre-polymer. This process is repeated, 

and many pre-polymer molecules are successively added to the reactive center. 

Finally, it creates an infusible, insoluble, and highly cross-linked 3D network 

[9]. This process is depicted as below: 

I ~ R• free radical formation 

R • +M ~ (R - M)• initiation 

(R- M) • +M ~ +M · · · ~ R-Mn• propagation 

R- Mm• +R- Mn•~ R- Mm+n - R termination 

In seterolithograpy, the light with a specific wavelength is adopted as the 

stimulus to initiate the chain polymerization. Therefore, the material (pre-polymer) 

it uses is radiation-curable resin whose initial state is liquid, or photopolymer. 
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Most photopolymers are sensitive to the radiation in the ultraviolet (UV) range 

of wavelength, but some also work under the visible light irradiation [1]. De

pending on the reactive species generated from the initiator, there are two major 

types of photopolymer system [10]: 

1. Free Radical Photopolymerization: Acrylate 

2. Cationic Photopolymerization: Epoxy 

Compared with cationic photopolymerization, free radical photopolymer

ization exhibits higher reaction rate, however, the cured solid shows more sig

nificant shrinkage and higher tendency to warp and curl. 

1.2.2 Configuration of SLA 

In the mid-1980's, Chuck Hull conceived the idea of modern stereolithography. 

When he was conducting an experiment of exposing the UV-sensitive material 

to a scanning laser, he discovered that solid polymer patterns could be created. 

He realized that he could create a 3D object by curing one layer of material over 

a previous layer [1]. This was the onset of modern stereolithography. In the 

patent that Hull filed, he proposed two configurations, as shown in Fig. 1.3 

[11]. 

In the left configuration, the light source (scanning laser) will be reflected to 

the top of the resin vat. After the completion of one-layer, the building platform 

(Part #29 on the left) is lowered by a distanced, and then moved up by d - Ltd 

(Ltd is the layer thickness), leaving a thin layer of liquid resin whose thickness is 

equal to the layer thickness on the top of the solidified part. And the completed 

layers will be immersed in the liquid resin. A subsequent layer will be created 
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Figure 1.3: Two major configurations of stereolithography 

on the top of previous layer through the same manner. This process will be 

repeated until the part is finished. In this configuration, the light is from the 

top, and the part keeps moving down into the resin. Therefore, it is named as 

"top-down" configuration. It is also termed as "free surface" configuration, and 

this is because the interface where the reaction happens is free. 

In contrast, in the right configuration, the light will be reflected to the bottom 

of the reservoir. When the current layer is done, the building platform (Part #29 

on the right) will be elevated by a distanced, and then lowered down by d - Ltd, 

also leaving a thin layer of liquid resin which is confined at the bottom of the 

tank. This thin layer of pre-polymer will then be solidified by exposing to the 

scanning laser. In this configuration, the light is from the bottom, and the part 

keeps moving up. Thus, it is named as "bottom-up" configuration. It is also 

termed as "constrained-surface" configuration, and that is because the liquid 

pre-polymer is confined between the newly cured layer and the bottom of the 

reservoir. 

Nowadays, these two configurations are still the most popular structures 

of SLA setups. Compared with the free surface SLA system, the constrained-
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surface system has several advantages, such as better vertical resolution, higher 

material filling rate, less production time, less photopolymer waste, and etc. 

But it also suffers from a major problem that during the pulling-up process, the 

substantial force generated between the newly cured layer and the bottom of 

the container may break the built-up part and/or container. 

1.2.3 Plane Filling Mechanism 

The same as other AM techniques, SLA also works by accumulating material 

in a layered-base. According to how to deposit material on each layer, the SLA 

setups can be categorized in two types: vector scanning-based SLA and mask 

image projection-based SLA (MIP-SL). These two types are shown in Fig. 1.4. 

DMD 

Lamp or 
LED 

<!) 

oll 
3 
en 

N 

Figure 1.4: Two major plane filling mechanisms of stereolithography 

Vector scanning-based (left in Fig. 1.4) SLA adopts laser as its light source. 

In order to solidify the resin at a given area, the laser spot which has a very 

small diameter has to traverse the entire area. The scanning pattern is generated 

according to some space filling algorithms, such as the zigzag path shown in 1.4. 

The distance between scanning vectors depends on the physical size of the laser 

spot. 
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As its name suggested, the light of MIP-SL (right in Fig. 1.4) is from a pro

jector. It uses some light projection devices, such as liquid crystal display (LCD) 

and digital micromirror devices (DMD), to dynamically generate masks. Each 

mask is corresponding to a layer, and therefore, it can cure the whole layer with 

multiple objects by a single exposure. 

Vector scanning-based SLA is fundamentally a lD channel system, whereas 

MIP-SL is a 2D channel system. The evolution from lD channel (point by point) 

to 2D channel (line by line) leads to a dramatic improvement in production effi

ciency of SLA. However, because of the fine size of a single laser spot, the object 

created by vector scanning-based SLA usually has a higher surface quality than 

the part built by MIP-SL. 

1.3 Pre-fabication Computation for Stereolithography 

As one of the various AM techniques, SLA is also a computation intensive pro

cess. Therefore, the computation cost is another necessary aspect we have to 

consider to assess the productivity of SLA. Similar to other AM techniques, SLA 

usually takes the STL file as raw data. STL formate is the de facto standard input 

for AM, and it is also known as Standard Tessellation Language. It was orig

inally developed for stereolithography CAD software. Nowadays, most CAD 

systems, such as AutoDesk®, Catia®, ProEengineer®, and SolidWorks®, can 

convert a solid model into STL format. An STL file describes a set of triangular 

facets to approximate the shape of a part, which is defined by a finite number of 

facets. Each facet contains a unit normal and three vertices as boundaries (in the 

order of the right-hand rule). The detailed format of each facet is represented as 

follows: 
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facet normal N.X N.Y N.Z 

outer loop 

vertex 

vertex 

vertex 

endloop 

endfacet 

where N represents the facet normal,½ represents each vertex, and X, Y, and Z 

are 3-dimensional coordinates in Cartesian Coordinates. 

To build an object in a layer by layer fashion, the shape of cross-section at 

each layer is required. The process to obtain the geometric property of cross

section area for each layer is usually termed as "slicing". It can be seen as using 

a plane to intersect the model along a given direction, so all resultant slices are 

parallel to each other. Originally, the intersection, if exists, between a 3D object 

and a plane should be a 2D planar area (a single point or a line segment can be 

viewed as the degeneration of a 2D planar area). Because of the adoption of STL 

format, which represents a 2D surface embedded in 3D space, the intersection 

becomes a 1-dimensional (lD) object embedded in 2D space. This lD object is 

the boundary/contour of the previously mentioned 2D area, and it consists of a 

set of segments, each of which is defined by two end points. For a manifold 3D 

object, this lD object must be one or more simple closed polygons with consis

tent orientation. The orientation of the polygon is used to distinguish whether 

the area it enclosed is solid or hollow. Because triangles are not saved accord

ing to their connectivity in STL file, common practice for slicing is to calculate 

the intersections between the plane and triangular meshes from STL file, and 

then all intersections are reorganized to obtain a simple polygon according to 
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topological information. 

The slicing procedure is one of the essential tasks for additive manufactur

ing due to the layer-based nature of AM. Closest point method [1, 12, 13] and 

marching algorithm [1 16] are two classic contour slicing algorithms. The for

mer one calculates the coordinates of intersection points first, and retrieves the 

connectivity afterwards. The later one reconstructs the topology for the model 

in advance, and then calculates the intersection coordinates according to the ad

jacencies. At a specific layer, if n triangle facets intersect with current slicing 

plane, the closest point method calculates coordinates for 2n end points from n 

line segments, and the time complexity is O ( n). However, in order to determine 

which point is connected to a given point, the distances between this point and 

all other points from un-explored line segments have to be computed, and this 

process increases the time complexity to O ( n2 ). In contrast, marching algorithm 

propagates the contour from one triangle to its neighbor until getting back to the 

initial one, so it only calculates coordinates for n points, and the connectivity is 

exactly the same as the sequence of marching. Although marching algorithm 

seems more time-efficient than closest point method, it is necessary to know 

the adjacency information of the triangle facets in advance. This adjacency in

formation does not come with the 3D model automatically, and retrieving this 

information is also time-consuming. 

In order to improve the slicing efficiency, researchers proposed a strategy 

where the triangular facets were sorted or grouped before the intersections be

tween them and slicing planes were calculated [17- 21]. By sorting or grouping, 

only the triangles which are intersected with current slicing plane need to be 

visited. An efficient slicing algorithm based on adaptive layer depth normal 

image (LDNI) was also proposed to achieve a compromise between slicing ac-
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curacy and time consumption for complex Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) 

models [22, 23]. 

Similar to other AM techniques, stereolithography does not need a part

specific tool path planning method, however, the generated contour cannot be 

used directly for the SLA setups. This is because the contour is only the bound

ary of the 2D object on a layer, and the machine has to know how to solidify 

the liquid resin in the entire area, not only on the boundary. As the vector 

scanning-based SLA scans the whole area vector by vector, the area enclosed 

by the contour is filled by some pace filling curve which can be generated by 

specific algorithms. For MIP-SL process, the input is a series of binary (or grey 

scale) images. The liquid photopolymer will be solidified according to the pat

terns shown in these images. Pixel value for pixels within these patterns will 

be set as 1 for binary image. A scanline rendering algorithm can be adopted to 

generate these binary images by utilizing the contour information. The major 

steps to convert a contour into a binary image include: 

1. Select a sampling point for each pixel from the area the pixel covered; 

2. Test whether or not the selected point is in the area encompassed by the 

contour; 

3. If the sampling point is in the area, set its corresponding pixel as the fore

ground pixel. Otherwise, its corresponding pixel will be set as the back

ground. 

The sampling point can be any point inside (or on the boundary of) the area 

the pixel covered, but the positions of all sampling points relative to their corre

sponding pixels usually have to be the same. 
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1.4 Research Scope, Question, and Hypotheses 

1.4.1 Research Scope 

The primary motivation of this dissertation is to eliminate or mitigate the afore

mentioned drawbacks of the AM process, especially the inherent trade-offs be

tween production efficiency and printing accuracy. Since each individual AM 

technique has its own layer forming mechanism, and these mechanisms can 

be dramatically different from one another, investigating all AM processes is 

impossible. In this dissertation, we focus on the constrained-surface MIP-SL. 

However, it is worth to mention that the same methodology and some of the 

results may also benefit other AM processes. 

1.4.2 Research Question and Hypotheses 

As stated previously, AM processes still suffer from several drawbacks, such as 

low productivity, low accuracy, and high cost. Some of them stem from the in

herent trade-offs in the process design. For example, compared with the vector 

scanning-based SLA system, MIP-SL setup has a higher productivity, however, 

its resolution is restricted by the physical size of the pixel which is usually worse 

than a fine laser spot. If we are expecting a higher accuracy on the MIP-SL setup, 

we need: 

• improve the resolution of the digital light processing (DLP) device, which 

will increase the cost significantly; or 

• shrink the envelop to a smaller size, which will compromise the produc

tivity. 

Therefore, the goal of this dissertation is to enhance the overall time effi-
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ciency of the constrained-surface MIP-SL process. In order to improve the over

all performance, in this dissertation we need to answer the following questions: 

Primary Research Question: 

IQl: How to improve the overall time efficiency for constrained-surface MIP-SL? I 

In order to answer the primary research question, we need to know what the 

components of the total time consumption are. 

The time of building a three-dimensional (3D) object through AM is com

prised of two components: the pre-fabrication computation and the manufac

turing process, as shown in Eqn. 1.1. 

t A M = t computation + tmanu f acturing (1.1) 

Therefore, the primary research question can be subdivided into: 

Sub-Research Questions: 

Ql.1: How to improve the manufacturing efficiency for constrained-surface 

MIP-SL? 

Ql.2: How to improve the computation efficiency for pre-fabrication computa

tion? 

Time consumption on the pre-fabrication computation includes the time spend

ing on slicing the STL file and the process-specific tool path planning. In MIP

SL, as it takes images as the input, the tool path planning refers to contour-image 

conversion. The time consumption on manufacturing is usually comprised of 

three elements: time of exposure, time of motion, and waiting time, as shown 
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in Eqn. 1.2. 

t manufacturing = t e + tm + tw (1.2) 

Time of exposure Ue) is defined by the property of pre-polymer solution and 

the desired cured depth (Cd)- Equation 1.3 shows the relationship between Cd 

and exposure (E) [1, 10]. 

(1.3) 

where Dp is the penetration depth, and E is the exposure. Ee, is the critical 

exposure beyond which the liquid pre-polymer cannot be solidified. Both Dp 

and Ee, are properties of the pre-polymer solution. According to the general 

form of the irradiance: E = H x t e, where His the irradiance, and is defined by 

the intensity of the light, we can get: 

(1.4) 

To achieve a certain cured depth Cd, exposure time t e has to reach certain 

level. Therefore, the selection of te is according to the layer thickness Ltd and 

material, and they are usually pre-determined. 

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2.2, during the printing, when one layer is finished, 

the building platform will move up by a distanced, wait for a time tw, and then 

move down by d - Ltd, leaving a very small clearance at the bottom of the tank. 

Ideally, to from a thin layer of the liquid pre-polymer resin, the platform only 

needs to be elevated by a distance which is equal to the layer thickness Ltd· The 

extra distance d - Ltd intends to 
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1. realize the complete separation between the newly cured layer and the 

bottom of the reservoir; and 

2. allow the liquid pre-polymer to fill into the region which was taken by the 

newly cured layer. 

Because the pre-polymer resin usually has a high viscosity, it will take some 

time (tm + t w) to let the liquid resin flow into the vacancy left by the already 

solidified part. Furthermore, tm + tw usually takes a large portion of the total 

time consumption tmanufacturing, and can be even greater than the exposure time 

te. If we select a higher platform moving up speed and skip the waiting time, 

the whole process will be more time efficient. However, it may compromise the 

reliability of the process. This is because a high pulling-up speed will increase 

the probability of breaking the built-up part and/or the bottom of the reservoir. 

Figure 1.5 shows some examples of the broken parts due to the high pulling-up 

speed. In order to reduce this risk, some machines tend to adopt a very slow 

speed. 

Figure 1.5: Failed printing parts due to an inappropriate pulling-up speed [24] 

To answer the first sub-question, we want to figure out if we can select an 

optimized pulling-up speed which can keep the manufacturing efficiency at a 
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high level without compromising the process reliability. Therefore, the follow

ing hypothesis needs to be investigated: 

Sub-Hypothesis 

Hl: Pulling-up speed can be optimized to improve the manufacturing efficiency 

without sacrificing the process reliability. 

Regarding the time consumed by the pre-fabrication computation (layer slic

ing, path planning, support generation), it used to be trivial as it usually takes 

only a few minutes or even seconds. However, this situation has radically 

changed recently. On one hand, with the advances in data storage technology, 

the size of the digital model increases significantly to preserve more details of 

the object. A digital model for the dental application can easily go up to millions 

of points, which significantly increases the burden on the pre-fabrication com

putation. On the other hand, the newly emerged high-productivity AM process 

could reduce the manufacturing time from hours to minutes which makes the 

time increment in computation more prominent. For example, the continuous 

liquid interface production (CLIP) process proposed by Tumbleston et al. [25] 

continuously grows an object from a vat of liquid material rather than printing 

them layer-by-layer. This revolutionary breakthrough has proven to be 25-100 

times faster than what is currently available on the market. The continuous 

mode of CLIP is an indication of using an extremely small layer thickness, e.g., 

1 µm [25] and 0.4 µm [26], resulting in an extremely large number of layers. In 

addition, the mass customized products usually have complex shapes with in

trinsic internal and external features. Adopting the extremely thin layer for the 

complex geometry increases the input size of the pre-fabrication computation 

dramatically, and the computation cost rockets up accordingly. 
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To answer the second sub-question, we need to conceive a new computa

tion paradigm and/ or novel algorithms to improve the computation efficiency. 

Hence, the following hypotheses need to be investigated: 

Sub-Hypotheses 

H2: Time efficiency of the pre-fabrication computation can be improved by the 

image-based algorithms. 

H3: Time efficiency of the pre-fabrication can be improved by the information 

reuse. 

The framework of the primary research goal and the hypotheses is depicted 

in Fig. 1.6. 

I Primary research goal: Improve the overall time efficiency I 
of constrained surface mask projection-based SLA process 

I 

I I 
QI.I: How to improve the manufacturing 

Ql.2: How to improve the computation 
efficiency for constrained surface, mask 

efficiency for pre-fabrication computation? 

sacrificing the process reliability 

projection-based SLA? 

I I 

I I I 
HI: Pulling up speed can be 

optimized to improve the 
manufacturing efficiency without 

H2: Pre-fabrication efficiency can 
be improved by image-based 

algorithm 

H3: Pre-fabrication efficiency can 
be improved by information reuse 

Figure 1.6: Research goal and hypotheses 
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1.5 Research Content and Methodology 

1.5.1 Research Content 

The primary goal of this dissertation is to improve the overall time efficiency 

of the constrained-surface MIP-SL process. To achieve this goal, we will try to 

improve the time efficiency from process and computation perspectives which 

are corresponding to Question Ql.1 and Ql.2, respectively. 

In Chapter 2, the first hypothesis Hl is examined by investigating the sepa

ration force from the mechanics perspective. The separation force is directly re

lated to the pulling-up speed, and it is also a major cause of the part failure. The 

study starts with the force measurement, and then a fracture mechanics-based 

model is selected according to the feature of force-time curve. The model is 

implemented in finite element analysis software to predict the separation force 

under different pulling-up speeds. A fluid mechanics-based model is also de

rived to reveal the effects from process parameters and material property. 

Chapter 3 presents an image-based algorithm to validate the second hypoth

esis H2. The proposed algorithm shows a higher efficiency than the traditional 

method. It is essentially a numeric method which obtains the necessary input 

for MIP-SL by image processing. The error induced by the proposed algorithm 

is proved to be conditionally error-bounded. 

To access the third hypothesis H3, Chapter 4 proposes a novel slicing and 

tool path planning approach based on reusing the information obtained from 

the template. The idea of information reuse is implemented in several differ

ent levels, including layer reuse, contour reuse, topological information reuse 

and image reuse. By reusing the information from template, redundant cal-
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culations are removed, and therefore, the computation efficiency is improved 

significantly. 

Chapter 5 applies the optimized constrained-surface MIP-SL system in the 

biomedical field by proposing an ultrafast engineered tissue printing process. 

Polymerization behavior and material replenishment are studied to enable the 

fast printing of the hydrogel. Long term viability and bio-functionality are also 

studied to validate the effectiveness of the proposed process. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the entire dissertation and suggests the ideas for the 

future research. 

1.5.2 Research Methodology 

Three types of research methodologies are utilized in this work: analytical re

search, experimental research and development research, as shown in Fig. 1.7. 

Analytical Research ( Experimental Research ) ( Developmental Research ) 

1 't1he!M~~ zone 1m , 1parameter 
Force-time curve measurement I Image-based slicing algorithm I

5.1ml· 

F1m:~ measurement fi>rcross Image-based tool path planning
FEA simulation for force history 

validation algorithm 

Separation force analysis from Appraisal of time efficiency for Novel slicing paradigm based on 
fluidic mechanics perspective image-based method information reuse 

Time and space efficiency study Evaluation of time efficiency for 
for image-based method information reuse 

k!fr ► i ,ir111lv~1 11i11111!/.<! 1111! •ti Study of polymerization behavior 
method for different compositions 

Time and space efficiency 111 
analysis for information reuse 

Speed working curve study for 
continuous printing 

Figure 1.7: Research methodology 

Analytical research in this research is mainly focused on the following as-
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pects: 

1. Problem investigation: In order to improve the time efficiency of the man

ufacturing process, we investigate the separation force and discuss the 

source of the force. 

2. Problem modeling: Based on the experimental result, we select an appro

priate model to characterize the separation process, and derive model pa

rameters which are necessary for the simulation. 

3. Efficiency evaluation: The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and 

computing paradigm is examined theoretically from both time and space 

perspectives. 

Experimental research in this dissertation refers to the following work: 

1. Parameter study: In the measurement of the separation force, its relation

ship with pulling-up velocity is measured. Penetration depth and material 

replenishment rate are also studied experimentally. 

2. Validation: Cross validation is carried out to validate the proposed model. 

3. Evaluation: Several examples go through the proposed algorithms and 

computing paradigm to examine the effectiveness. 

Development research in this dissertation refers to the following topics: 

1. Algorithm: Image-based slicing and tool path planning method is pro

posed to improve the computing efficiency. 

2. Computing paradigm: A novel computing paradigm is develop based on 

the information reuse. 
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3. Process: A new process is developed for the continuous printing of the 

hydrogel. 

It is noteworthy that the aforementioned three methodologies are not in

dependently applied. To facilitate the thorough understanding for a specific 

problem, two, and sometimes all three methodologies need to be appropriately 

implemented. 



Investigation of Separation Force for 

Constrained-surface 

Stereolithography Process 

2.1 Separation Force in Constrained-surface SLA Pro

cess 

As mentioned in Chap. 1, the constrained-surface process has several advan

tages over the free-surface process, such as better vertical resolution, higher 

material filling rate, less production time, less photopolymer waste, etc. How

ever, the polymer solidification process produces a difficulty in separating the 

fabricated part from the resin vat for the constrained-surface SLA processes. 

This difficulty results from an adhesive bonding that is developed between the 

newly cured layer and the bottom of the resin vat. A pulling-up or separation 

force needs to be applied to separate the built part from the bottom of the resin 
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vat. If the magnitude of this pulling-up force is of excessive amount, the built

up part and/ or the resin container may break or deform significantly because of 

the resulting stresses [6, 24, 27- 30]. A few representative pictures are presented 

in Fig. 2.1. 

Successfully
CAD Model Deformed Part

Built 

Figure 2.1: A CAD model of a dog-bone specimen and a few printed parts 

Reduction of the pulling-up force has been observed with coating the bottom 

of the vat with a silicone film [27], which has a high resistance to the shear force. 

Silicone films fabricated from PDMS have been widely used for this purpose. 

However, the force required to separate the cured layer from the PDMS-coated 

resin vat is still considerably large which affects the reliability of the process. 

EnvisionTEC Inc. developed another approach based on a peeling mechanism, 

aiming to reduce the pulling-up force. The peeling mechanism is advantageous 

over the pulling mechanism, as the force required for peeling is much less than 

pulling. To facilitate the peeling process, a tilting motion was incorporated by 

lifting or lowering one side of the platform slowly while pivoting it about the 

other side. This approach can significantly reduce the force if the object is lo

cated close enough to the tilting side. However, this mechanism will perform 

poorly for a part with large cross-section area. Furthermore, the additional tilt-
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ing motion increases the fabrication time resulting in a reduction of the produc

tivity of the process. Another mechanism was developed based on the peeling 

approach using a two-channel system [28]. The term two-channel refers to the 

division of the transparent resin vat into two channels, with only one channel 

coated with PDMS film. The light source is focused on the channel with PDMS 

coating until the resin is cured, upon which the build platform is translated to 

the other channel by a horizontal motion. During this horizontal translation, 

the built part gets separated from the resin vat, facilitating convenient vertical 

motion of the platform by a pulling-up action. A schematic diagram for the 

two-channel system is shown in Fig. 2.2. This two-channel system also incorpo

rated an oxygen-aided inhibition mechanism which was proposed earlier in the 

literature [31]. The oxygen was applied near the PDMS surface to form chain

terminating peroxide radicals, creating a "dead zone" which is a thin uncured 

layer of liquid resin between the cured part surface and the PDMS film. This 

prohibits a direct physical attachment of the newly cured layer to the PDMS 

film. The separation force still exits even in this case and is inversely propor

tional to the thickness of the dead zone [25, 28]. In addition, the two-channel 

approach also faces the same disadvantage mentioned earlier for the system 

designed by EnvisionTEC Inc. (poor performance for parts with large cross

sectional areas). Moreover, the resin in the second channel is not used for print

ing purposes, implying that more resin will be used to fill up the vat and the 

residual resin may not be used for printing purpose anymore because it loses its 

quality of fresh resin property over certain time after multiple uses. 

The works mentioned above primarily focused on developing mechanisms 

to reduce the separation force. It is reported in the literature [27, 28] based on 

the real-time measured data of the separation force that the separation force is 
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of the two-channel system [28] 

correlated to several factors including: 

1. exposure time; 

2. image area; 

3. image geometry; 

4. pulling-up velocity. 

It is demonstrated that more separation force is required if the exposure time is 

longer [28]. From the perspective of energy and work, the source of the adhesive 

bonding between the cured part and the resin vat or the PDMS film may be 

attributed to the energy absorbed by the photo-curable polymer. In other words, 

the energy obtained through exposure not only solidifies the liquid resin and 

bonds newly cured layer to the previously cured layer, but also attaches the 

newly cured layer to the bottom of the resin vat. As the energy associated with 

the latter effect increases, the strength of the adhesive bonding also increases, 

requiring more separation force to separate the built part from the resin vat. As 

the exposure energy Eis approximately proportional to the exposure time, the 
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separation force required to overcome this adhesive boding is correlated to the 

exposure time. 

The magnitude of the separation force is also found to be dependent on the 

area of the image [27, 28]. In addition, the peak of the separation force is re

ported to be directly proportional to the projected image area. This dependency 

can be explained as follows. For a given light source, the energy absorbed by 

the photo-curable polymer is decided by the exposure, which is the energy ex

posed per unit area [1]. With a larger image area, more energy is absorbed by the 

photo-curable polymer, resulting in a stronger adhesive bonding that requires 

a larger separation force to overcome this bonding. The linear dependence of 

separation force on the contact surface area (i.e., the image area) between the 

printed part and the PDMS film has again recently been experimentally verified 

in another work [30]. Despite the unprecedented advancement, particularly, 

based on the continuous liquid interface production process [25], it is still a sig

nificant challenge to print a part with wider contact surface area because the 

separation force will be extremely large even though the separation force is in

versely proportional to the thickness of the dead zone. 

The effect of the image geometry, on the other hand, is controversial. One 

study [27] indicated that the projected images with different shapes of the same 

area resulted in the same peak separation force, and the geometry only affected 

the shape of the force versus platform position curve. Another study, however, 

found that the image shape had some effects on the peak force [28], and this 

effect cannot be as readily characterized as the effects resulted from the exposure 

time and image area. 

By observations of the real manufacturing process, the pulling-up velocity 

also plays a critical role in the separation process. If the build platform moves 
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faster, the probability of breaking the built-up part and/or the resin vat also 

increases. This indicates that when the pulling-up velocity goes beyond acer

tain value, the resultant stress will exceed the tensile strength of the cured part 

and/or the shearing strength of the coating on the resin vat. For a given im

age area, this implies that the separation force is larger when the build platform 

moves up faster. 

Since the primary goal of this dissertation is to improve the time efficiency, 

in this chapter we will investigate how the separation force is affected by the 

pulling-up speed. For the purpose of improving the productivity, this velocity 

should be set as the upper bound of the setup capacity. But as mentioned be

fore, if the pulling-up velocity is too large, then the system reliability would be 

affected because the separation force depends on the pulling-up velocity. This 

dependency of the separation force on velocity results from the presence of vis

cous liquid resin between the cured part and the PDMS film. To reduce the risk 

of breaking the built-up part and/or PDMS film, some commercial systems ( e.g., 

EnvisionTEC Micro Printer) have adopted a very slow pulling-up speed. The 

selection of the pulling-up speed is solely based on the manufacturer's expe

rience or trial and-error-based experiments. To fundamentally understand the 

aforementioned problem and balance the trade-off between reliability and pro

ductivity, it is important to investigate the correlation between the pulling-up 

velocity and the separation force for the constrained-surface SLA process. 
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2.2 Measurement of Separation Force 

2.2.1 Experimental Setup 

In this experiment, the traction forces under different pulling-up velocities are 

monitored and recorded. Considering the capacity of the setup, the five veloc

ities we selected are 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 mm/s. The experimental 

results from these five velocities are used to estimate the constitutive parameters 

for the Cohesive Zone Model (CZM) and to simulate the separation mechanism. 

A commercial SLA machine (EnvisionTEC Perfactory® Micro) is used in this 

experiment. The resin container is coated by a 2-mm-thick PDMS film of area 

given by 124 x 90 mm. Two FlexiForce® (Tekscan, Inc. Boston) force sensors are 

installed in the clearance between container fixtures and the top surface of the 

container frame on both sides. Based on this configuration, the digital readings 

of the sensors can accurately capture the separation force generated between the 

built-up part and PDMS film. The container and the sensors are fixed by two 

knobs, and the sensors are then connected to an Arduino® Mega board. The 

setup is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

Arduino® Mega comes with an 8 KB SRAM which provides us enough 

memory space to store the experimental data with the fastest sampling speed. 

In this experiment, 7 KB is reserved for experimental data storage, that is, we 

can store 1,750 integer-type numbers for each sensor with 10 bit sampling reso

lution. The Arduino® Mega board has a constant and high sampling frequency 

(i.e., 4.125 103 reading/s). Collecting 1,750 readings only takes 0.4235 s. Because 

of this fast sampling speed, the duration of collecting 1,750 data might not be 

long enough to complete the separation process with a slow pulling-up velocity 
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Figure 2.3: Separation force measuring experimental setup: (a) The picture of 
experimental setup: 1. force sensors, 2. Arduino® board, 3. resin vat, 4. build
ing platform; (b) The schematic diagram of experimental setup 

Table 2.1: Sample size for different pulling-up velocities 

Velocity (mm/s) 0.2 0.5 1.0 3.0 5.0 
Sample size 15 18 5 4 3 

(e.g., in the case when the separation process may last more than 0.4235s). To 

capture the separation force for the entire separation process, the single read

ing from the sensor is not written into the memory directly. Instead, we take 

the average of a certain number of readings and store this average reading into 

the memory. This averaging also smoothens out the electronic noise introduced 

by the micro controller and sensors. The duration of the separation process 

depends on the pulling-up velocity. The lower the pulling-up velocity is, the 

longer the duration of the separation process will be. The sample size, n, over 

which average readings are stored into memory for different pulling-up veloci

ties are listed in Table 2.1. 

2.2.2 Flexiforce® Force Sensor Calibration 

Before starting the experiment, the sensors should be calibrated to: 
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1. determine the relationship between digital reading and the force; 

2. check whether good accuracy can be obtained. 

One 0.3 kg (0.136 lb) and four 1.134 kg (2.5 lb) weights are used to calibrate the 

sensors. According to the calibration procedure from the manufacturer, we first 

place all five weights on the sensor for 3 seconds, and this process is repeated 

five times. Then, we remove one 1.134 kg weight at a time and record the corre

sponding digital reading until only the 0.3 kg weight is left. A linear function is 

used to fit the readings and the corresponding forces, and the results are shown 

Fig. 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Force sensor calibration & data fitting 

The force-reading relationships are found to be: 

Left sensor : h = 0.0811RL + 1.4082 

Right sensor : FR = 0.0825RR + 0.2493 
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where h and FR are the forces applied on the left and right sensor, respectively, 

and RL and RR are the digital readings from Arduino® Mega board which are 

corresponding to the left and the right sensor, respectively. These linear func

tions will be used to convert the recorded digital readings to the pulling-up 

forces. It is noticed that the intercept of the linear function corresponding to the 

left sensor is not negligible. 

2.2.3 Experimental Process 

In this experiment, a 30 x 30 mm square area is used to define the exposure 

light pattern. During the normal manufacturing process, the first several lay

ers usually need to be exposed for a longer time than the subsequent layers to 

ensure a good bonding between the platform and the built-up part. In this ex

periment, 24 layers are built as base. The layer thickness is set as 25 µm, and 

10 seconds is adopted as the exposure time. The pulling-up force is measured 

after the base is built. For a single replicate, the Arduino® Mega board starts 

recording first, and then, the build platform is elevated by 6.257 mm with acer

tain velocity immediately. The separation process is completed by then. The 

platform next moves down by 6.232 mm to get ready for building a new layer. 

For each pulling-up velocity, the force measurement is repeated four times and 

the average measurement is used in the forthcoming analysis. 

2.2.4 Experimental Results 

To fix the vat and the sensors, a pre-tightening force is applied on the fixture 

by tightening knobs, which results in initial readings of sensors. As the micro

controller starts to store data before the separation process begins and also con-
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tinues to store data after the separation process finishes, the data which are not 

related to the separation process need to be screened out. During the separation 

process, the reading from the sensor should first increase from the initial value, 

and after reaching its peak, it starts to decrease until getting back to the initial 

value. And this property can be used to identify the data associated with the 

separation process. 

At a specific moment of the separation process, the pulling-up force is equal 

to the summation of the forces applied on the two sensors, and this can be rep

resented as: 

(2.1) 

where his the force recorded from the left sensor and FR is the force recorded 

from the right sensor. As the reading from micro-controller is an average over 

a time interval, we use this reading to represent the force at the midpoint of 

the corresponding time interval for each replicate of the force-time data. For 

example, between time ti and time ti+ 1, we get an average (over sample size, 

n, see Table 2.1) reading Rt from the left sensor, and Rt is used to represent 

the force applied on the left sensor at time (ti+ ti+i)/2. For each pulling-up 

velocity, we have four replicates, that is, four readings at a specific time. The 

average of these four readings is finally used to determine the force-time history 

data for each specific pulling-up velocity. The experimentally obtained force

time histories for different pulling-up velocities are shown in Fig. 2.5. From this 

figure, we can clearly observe that when the pulling-up velocity increases, the 

maximum pulling-up force also increases. 
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Figure 2.5: Experimental force-time histories for different pulling-up velocities 

2.3 Modeling Separation Process 

2.3.1 Model Selection 

The separation process in the present work can be viewed as a delamination 

process in the laminated composite materials. From this purview, the separa

tion of the cured part from the PDMS film will be modeled here by relying on 

the mechanics-based concept of the delamination process. There exist several 

methods to model the delamination process in the fracture mechanics literature. 

Virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) [32] and CZM [33] are among the most 

popular methods. While the VCCT has been successfully used in the simulation 

of crack delamination process, it has not been broadly implemented in most of 

the existing finite element (FE) software because of certain disadvantages. For 

example, this method cannot predict delamination initiation and can only pre

dict the propagation of existing cracks. A pre-existing crack with a sharp and 

neat tip, therefore, would be required for crack initiation [34]. Such information 
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is not applicable and cannot be defined in the present work. 

Comparing to VCCT, a major advantage of CZM is that it can predict both 

the initiation and propagation of delamination without the requirement for a 

pre-existing crack [34]. It is also applicable to complex structures subjected to 

complex loading states. The CZM has been extensively used for delamination 

and debonding processes. For example, a tri-linear, strain-rate-dependent con

stitutive law for CZM was used to simulate a steel sheet debonding from a 

U-shaped steel frame [35]. The parameters of the model were determined by 

direct testing. A good agreement between experimental data and simulation 

result validated the model. Another work adopted continuum elements for the 

cohesive zone in an FE simulation to model damage initiation and its propaga

tion for delamination in fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) and crack growth in 

the adhesive layer ([36]. This CZM was able to accurately predict the delami

nation development in either Mode I or Mode II fracture of FRP. To investigate 

the fracture behavior of asphalt concrete in yet another work, a bilinear consti

tutive law for CZM was used in conjunction with a viscoelastic bulk material 

[37]. A user-subroutine (i.e., UEL in ABAQUS®) was used to accomplish the 

FE implementation of the model through which a single-edge notched beam 

was simulated, and the results were in good agreement with the experimental 

data. A recent study also used the CZM to investigate the separation process 

for constrained-surface SLA process [24, 29]. The constitutive parameters in 

this recent work were derived by an optimization scheme, and the effectiveness 

of the proposed work was established through an FE-based simulation. Fol

lowing this recent work, the present work also adopts the CZM to simulate the 

separation process. The main focus of the present work, however, is to investi

gate the effects of pulling-up velocities on the separation process. In addition, 
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the constitutive parameters are estimated in the current work by a different ap

proach, which relies on a mechanics-based surrogate model and is far superior 

(in terms of computational efficiency) than the previous optimization-based ap

proach [24, 29]. 

2.3.2 Cohesive Zone Model 

The idea of the CZM is based on the consideration that infinite stresses at crack 

tip are not realistic and was first introduced in 1960s [38, 39]. In conventional 

fracture mechanics, if the tensile stress is normal to the plane of the crack as 

shown in Fig. 2.6 (which is also referred as Mode-I crack or opening mode), 

then the normal and shear stresses can be calculated as follows [40]: 

K 0 ( . 0 . 30) (O-x = J2m cos 2 1 - sm 2sm 2 (2.2) 

K 0 ( . 0 . 30) (O-y = ~ cos - 1 + sm - sm - (2.3) 
v 2nr 2 2 2 

K . 0 0 30 
Txy = J'fmsm 2cos 2cos 2 (2.4) 

where K is the stress intensity factor, 0 is the position angle with respect to x-axis 

and r is the Euclidean distance between a specific point and the origin as given 

by: 

(2.5)r~JF2 
From Eqn. 2.2- 2.4, we can see that when r is approaching to zero, both the 
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Figure 2.6: Mode-I crack 

normal and shear stresses tend to infinity, which is impractical. The CZM can be 

used to overcome this drawback. The general idea is to divide the crack length 

into two parts: 

1. one is the stress-free crack surfaces; 

2. the other is the cohesive surfaces held by adhesive traction (Fig. 2.7) 

The physical crack tip serves as the boundary of these two regions. 

The constitutive relationship between the separation and the cohesive trac

tion stress could also be referred as the traction-separation law (TSL). Fig. 2.7 

shows a bilinear TSL which is a typical one. Other classic constitutive rela

tionships include cubic, constant, exponential, trilinear, and etc. [41] Here, the 

separation is defined as the displacement jump, which can be calculated by the 

following: 
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Figure 2.7: Bilinear constitutive relationship between cohesive traction and sep
aration 

(2.6) 

In our case, u+ is the displacement of a specific point at the bottom of the 

built-up part, and u- is the displacement of its corresponding point on the top 

of the PDMS film. And by saying corresponding, we mean that the two points 

share the same spatial coordinates before separation starts. 

For the bilinear TSL shown in Fig 2.7, from point O to point a, the relation

ship between traction stress Tn and the separation b follows the first line seg

ment. In other words, when the separation b increases, the traction stress Tn in

creases proportionally. When the separation b continues increasing, and arrives 

at point b, where the traction stress reaches its maximum, the damage starts. 

Beyond point b, if the separation b continues increasing, the traction stress will 

decreases proportionally following the second line segment until the separation 

breaches point d. If the separation goes beyond point d, the traction stress van-
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ishes, as the two parts are completely separated from each other. 

2.3.3 Cohesive Zone Model Parameters 

Determining the parameters for a bilinear traction-separation law of Cohesive 

Zone Model is equivalent to defining the shape of the triangle shown in Fig 2.7. 

To define a triangle in a planar coordinate system, six independent parameters 

(e.g., horizontal- and vertical-coordinates for all three vertices) are required. For 

the triangle corresponding to a bilinear TSL, we know that one of its vertex is 

origin, and the vertical-coordinate of another vertex is zero. Therefore, three 

extra parameters are required to define the TSL. In the Cohesive Zone Model, 

vertical coordinate of point b, the slope of line segment Ob, and the area of 

the triangle have been selected, and they are corresponding to the maximum 

nominal stress Y0, the stiffness k, and the fracture energy r, respectively. 

First, an initial guess of the maximum nominal stress has to be made. The 

separation force for a given moment we measure through the experiment should 

be equal to the integration of the traction stress over the whole contact area at 

that moment, and this can be represented as: 

(2.7)F~ /{TndA 
where F is the traction force, A is the contact area, and Yn is the normal trac-

tion stress. The traction stress at a specific moment should not be uniform dis

tributed over the whole contact area. To simplify the problem we use the max

imum average stress Y~:~ (i.e., the maximum force divided by the area of the 

cross-section) to represent the initial guess of the maximum nominal stress yo. 

This can be represented as: 
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yO _ T,avg _ Fmax 
A (2.8)- max-

where Fmax is the maximum traction force, and we can obtain its value from 

experimental data directly. The initial guess of the maximum nominal stress yo 

for different pulling-up velocities is shown in Table 2.2. 

Secondly, we work on the stiffness k. From the experimental data we know 

the time when the maximum traction force occurs, but the separation at that mo

ment is not available. Compared to the separation, the deformation of PDMS 

film and photopolymer is relatively small, therefore it is valid to make the as

sumption that the contribution to the separation from deformations of PDMS 

and photopolymer is negligible. Based on this assumption, the separation is 

just a linear function with respect to time, as pulling-up velocity v is a constant. 

This can be represented as: 

b = vt (2.9) 

where vis the pulling-up velocity, and t is the time. Then the initial guess of 

stiffness k is equal to the initial guess of the maximum nominal stress divided 

by the separation at that moment. This can be represented as: 

(2.10) 

where t0 is the time when yo occurs, and this value can also be obtained from the 

experimental data directly. The initial guess of stiffness k for different pulling

up velocities is also shown in Table 2.2. 

The next step is to estimate the fracture energy r. The total fracture energy 
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€ can be obtained by calculating the area below experimental force-separation 

curve, that is: 

c ~ !( F(J)db (2.11) 

where F is the traction force, b is the separation, and of is the separation at 

complete failure. Substituting b by vt yields: 

c ~ !( F(b)db ~ !( F(b)d(vt) ~ v !( F(t)dt (2.12) 

where tf is the time at complete failure. From Eqn. 2.12 we can see that, for 

a constant pulling-up velocity, the total fracture energy is the product of the 

integration of the traction force over a given time span and the corresponding 

pulling-up velocity. The magnitude of the integration part is the area under 

the force-time curve which has already been shown in Fig. 2.5. So the total 

fracture energy€ is nothing but the product of the area and the corresponding 

pulling-up velocity. The fracture energy r for Cohesive Zone Model is the en

ergy dissipated due to failure per unit cross-sectional area, thus, it is equal to the 

total fracture energy€ divided by area of cross-section. This can be represented 

as: 

f(€ V (2.13)r = A = A}\ F(t)dt 

The area under the force-time curve can be easily obtained by using Matlab® 

QUAD function. The lower limit of the integration is 0, and the upper limit can 

be obtained from the experimental data directly. The initial guess of fracture 

energy r for different pulling-up velocities is shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Initial guesses for different pulling-up velocities 

Velocity Initial Guess for yu Initial Guess for k Initial Guess for r 
(mm/s) (MPa) (N/mm3) (N/mm) 

0.2 0.002685 0.039918 0.000130 
0.5 0.008516 0.080213 0.000630 
1.0 0.014961 0.105954 0.001409 
3.0 0.025314 0.137049 0.003384 
5.0 0.031181 0.157353 0.004340 

Table 2.3: Mechanical properties for PDMS and cured photopolymer 

Material Young's modulus (MPa) Poisson ratio 
Photopolymer 2000 0.45 
PDMS 0.36 0.49 

2.3.4 Finite Element Model 

Commercial FE software ABAQUS® [42] is used to model the separation pro

cess. The delamination is modeled as a quasi-static process by assuming that in

ertial effects of the film and the part are negligible. The built-up part and PDMS 

film are modeled using linear elastic constitutive laws with pre-determined ma

terial properties given in Table 2.3 [24, 29, 43]. The bilinear TSL is the default TSL 

for cohesive elements. The tangential cohesive stiffness coefficients are given a 

small value (10- 6) to enforce Mode-I separation. The parameters (T0, k, and 

f) can be directly input to characterize the bilinear TSL. The bottom surface of 

the film is associated with a fixed boundary condition, as the film is fixed to 

the tank. The top face of the built-up part is associated with a constant velocity 

boundary condition, as it is fixed to the platform moving with velocity v. 

As 24 layers are built as the base, the total height of the base is 0.6 mm. After 

the base is built, measurement of the separation force is taken. The pulling

up velocity is continuously increased for every four layers, for example, for 

layer #25 - #28, the platform moving up speed is 0.2 mm/s; for layer #29 - #32, 
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the speed is set as 0.5 mm/s, etc. During the measurement, the height of the 

cured photopolymer part continues increasing, and after each layer is cured, 

the height is increased by 0.025 mm. The height of the cured photopolymer for 

each replicate can be easily calculated by Eqn. 2.14: 

hij = 0.5 +0.li + 0.025j (2.14) 

where i denotes the appropriate label of different pulling-up velocities, (here 

different pulling-up velocities, i.e., 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 are, respec

tively, labeled as i = 1, · · · , 7) and j = 1, · · · , 4 is the index of replicates. To 

make the FE model close enough to the real experimental set up, different cured 

photopolymer heights are incorporated in the simulation. For a given pulling

up velocity, the average height of four replicates is adopted as the cured part 

height in simulation. The average height hi for velocity label i can be obtained 

as: 

hi = 0.5625 +0.li (2.15) 

Other dimensions are set as the same as the sizes shown in Table 2.4 which 

do not change during the SLA process. The geometric dimensions for five of 

seven different velocities are shown in Table 2.4, and the experimental data un

der these five different velocities are used to estimate the TSL parameters. 

The film and part are meshed using C3D4 elements, which are tetrahedral el

ements with linear shape functions. The interface region on the film is meshed 

finely and the remaining region is meshed coarsely. As the part is rigid com

pared to the film, it will undergo negligible deformations as compared to the 

film and is meshed uniformly using a coarse mesh. The interface is meshed 
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Table 2.4: Geometric dimensions for PDMS film and cured photopolymer used 
in comparison 

Dimensions
Part Velocity (mm/s) 

Height (mm) Length (mm) Width (mm) 
0.2 0.6625 
0.5 0.7625 

Printed Part 1.0 0.8625 30 30 
3.0 1.0625 
5.0 1.2625 

PDMSFilm 2 60 80 

using COH3D8 elements, which are hexahedral cohesive elements with linear 

shape functions. The FE mesh for the assembly is shown in Fig. 2.8. Tie con

straints are enforced between the cohesive elements and corresponding nodes 

on top face of the film and bottom face of the part. 

(a) 3D mode.I with meshes 

(b) Contour plot for v = 5.0 mm/s at t = 0.042 s 

Figure 2.8: FE mesh for the assembly 

In order to compare the simulation result with the experimental data, the 
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contact force is asked to be printed in the output file. Figure 2.9 shows the com

parison of force-displacement curves for different pulling-up velocities, where 

the solid curves represent experimental data and dash curves represent the sim-

ulation results. 

30 

- v=0.2 mm/s experiment 
25 - - v=0.2 mm/s simulation 

--v=0 .5 mm/s experiment 
- - v=0.5 mm/s simulation 

20 I --v=1 .0 mm/s experiment 

b 
~ - - v=1 .0 mm/s simulation 

15 --v=3.0 mm/s experimentQ) 

~ - - v=3 .0 mm/s simulation
0 

LL --v=5 .0 mm/s experiment 
10 - - v=5 .0 mm/s simulation 

5 

0 
0.0 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Time (s) 

Figure 2.9: Comparison between simulated and experimental results of force
displacement relation for different pulling-up velocities 

Through the comparison, it is apparent that a reasonable agreement of the 

maximum traction force and the separation process duration is achieved. This 

confirms that Cohesive Zone Model suits our case well, and also the initial 

guesses are acceptable estimators for the fracture properties if the maximum 

traction stress is the only concern. In the velocity range we tested, the maxi

mum traction stress will increase when the pulling-up velocity goes up. 
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2.4 Derivation of Suction Force 

In Sec. 2.3, a fracture mechanics-based model is used to formulate the sepa

ration process. This model assumes the force between the newly cured layer 

and the bottom of the resin reservoir stems from a bonding mechanism, and 

the force applied on the part during the pulling-up process is to overcome this 

mechanism. An alternative explanation of the phenomenon is that when the 

cured part moves up, an instantaneous vacuum will be created. Therefore, suf

ficient force is required in the separation process to overcome the suction force 

resulted from the pressure difference between this vacuum and its surrounding 

resin until the space is filled by liquid resin again. Based on this argument, we 

will focus on modeling the separation process from fluid mechanics perspective 

in this section. 

Consider two planar surfaces which are parallel to each other confining a 

very thin layer of liquid in the region between them as illustrated in Fig. 2.lO(a). 

One (the newly solidified layer of the part) is moving apart from the other (the 

bottom of the reservoir) along its normal with a velocity u. Let the distance 

between these two surfaces be a function of time D(t), and the initial value of 

the this distance be Do. 

cross-section with cross-section with 
an arbitrary shape a circular shape 

bottom of the part 

liquid resin 
D 

bottom of the reservoir 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of suction force between two planar surfaces 
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Assume both planar surfaces are rigid enough so that any deformation from 

the surfaces and hydrodynamic stress is negligible. According to the lubrica

tion approximation [44], the flow in the confined region is similar to that be

tween two parallel plates. To be more specific, the lateral flow is dominant and 

the derivatives in the direction normal to the surfaces are large. Applying the 

Navier-Stokes equations yields 

(2.16) 

where v = (vx,vy ), V = (d/dx,d/dy ), YJ is the viscosity of the liquid, and Pis 

the pressure which is only a function of x and y. Applying the no-slip boundary 

conditions v = 0 at z = 0, and z = D(t ), Eqn. 2.16 can be integrated with 

respect to z to get 

VP 
v = - z[z - D(t)] (2.17)

2YJ 

Now considering the movement of the upper planar surface (the newly solidi

fied layer of the part), according to the equation of continuity, we have 

dVz d"- = - lVV (2.18)
dZ 

Substituting Eqn. 2.17 into Eqn. 2.18 together with the boundary condition 

Vz = 0 at z = 0, yields 

1 .
Vz = --div {[2z3 - 3z2D(t)]VP} (2.19)

12YJ 

At the upper planar surface, z = D(t ), v2 = u, therefore 
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u = dD(t) = D3(t) div (VP) (2.20)
dt 1217 

In order to compute the pressure P, we now have to know the shape of the cross

section. The shape of the cross-section can be arbitrary, as shown in Fig. 2. lO(b). 

To simplify the discussion, we assume the cross-section is a circular disk with 

radius R, so Pis only a function of the distance to the center. Using the polar 

coordinates instead of Cartesian coordinates, we have 

3 
u = D (t) !!£ [fP(r)] ( 

1217 r dr \ dr 

or 

1217u r = !£ [,dP(r)] ( (2.21)
D3(t) dr dr 

Integrate both sides of Eqn. 2.21 with respect to r 

617u 2 C _ dP(r) 
D3(t)' + - '----;I, 

or 

617u C dP(r)--r+- = --
D3(t) r dr 

Because d~~r ) is finite at r = 0, C = 0. Therefore, we have 

617u dP(r)
--r=-- (2.22)
D3(t) dr 

Use s to replace r as the variable in Eqn. 2.22, and integrate both sides with 

respect to s from r to R 

https://r=--(2.22
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6ryu {( d = 1R dP(s)d 
D3 ( t) J1\ s s r ds s 

Thus 

3ryu 3ryu
P(r) = P(R) - D3(t) R 

2 + D3(t) r 
2 (2.23) 

According to [45], the total force acting on the bottom of the part due to the 

viscosity can be computed by integrating the total stress on the bottom surface 

of the part 

2 
n loR [( dV ] 3nryuR4F = d0 rdr (r) - P(R) - 2ry~ = - 3 ( ) (2.24)loO O uZ z=D (t) 2D t 

From Eqn. 2.24, we can conclude that the force is proportional to the pulling

up velocity u and the viscosity of the resin ry. It is also related to the dimension 

of the part which represents by R4, and inversely proportional to the cube of 

the distance between two surfaces D(t). Obviously, if other parameters, such 

as ry, u, and R, are all constants during the pulling-up process, the maximum 

force occurs when the part is at its initial position which is corresponding to the 

distance D ( 0). 
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2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we measure the separation force, and model the separation pro

cess from fracture mechanics and fluid mechanics perspectives, respectively. In

depth understanding of the separation process can help us select an optimized 

pulling-up speed which is able to improve the process time efficiency without 

compromising the failure rate. 

The CZM developed in this chapter is effective in predicting the separation 

force-time profiles resulting from the separation of the built-up part from the 

PDMS film. It is shown that the bilinear traction-separation law is capable of 

predicting the maximum separation force. In the velocity range we tested, the 

maximum traction stress will increase when the pulling-up velocity goes up. 

Although in most approaches the fracture energy is treated as a material con

stant, in our case the fracture energy varies under different pulling-up velocities. 

Musto and Alfano [46] proposed an explanation that the energy of the bonds at 

the micro-level is rate independent, and the rate dependent effect of the overall 

dissipated energy is a natural byproduct of the viscoelastic dissipation lumped 

on the zero-thickness interface. The force-time curve from simulation presents a 

bi-linear shape, which is slightly different from the curve directly obtained from 

the experimental data. An explanation for this discrepancy is that the PDMS 

which has a very low glass transition temperature (i.e., -125°C) is a kind of 

classic viscoelastic material, but in the finite element model we built, only elas

tic property has been assigned to the material. 

Compared with CZM which predicts the pulling-up force based on simu

lation, the model derived from fluid mechanics perspective offers us more in

sights regarding to what parameter may affect the separation force. More im-
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portantly, it depicts how the force is related to the pulling-up velocity which has 

a significant impact on the process time efficiency. 



A Configuration-specific Slicing and 

Tool Path Planning Method 

3.1 Hybrid SLA Process 

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2.3, there are two typical SLA configurations [l ]. One 

is to use a laser to cure the liquid resin, and the laser scans the cross-sectional 

area point by point. An advantage of this configuration is that it can generate 

comparatively high accuracy, but it is time-consuming as the laser spot has to 

pass all points within the cross-section. The other configuration is the applica

tion of the projection devices, such as a digital light projection (DLP), to illumi

nate the liquid resin. It can dramatically reduce the production time because 

the whole layer is cured simultaneously by exposing a designed digital mask. 

But its accuracy is limited by the resolution of the projection device. Scholars 

in this field have been dedicating to improving efficiency and/or accuracy of 

stereolithgraphy from different perspectives [47- 50]. Jiang proposed a devel

oped two-laser beam stereolithography system [51]. According to his design, 
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there were two semiconductor laser beams with different strand curing prop

erties: one was wide cured width with deep penetration, and the other was 

narrow cured width with fast absorbance of energy. By applying both beams, 

it aimed to reduce the fabrication time and achieve high accuracy at the same 

time. Kang et al. proposed a new mathematical model for better prediction in 

applying projection-based stereolighography technology [52]. It was a pixel

based model and it was constructed to describe the intensity profile of a single 

pixel. In short, the authors tried to predict the solidified shapes by calculating 

the exposure energy. This kind of work helps to improve fabrication accuracy 

so as to save both cost and energy. 

However, most researchers in this field have been focusing on improving ei

ther one of the two configurations, and it would always result in making trade

off between efficiency and accuracy. This inherent trade-off has been identified 

as a major technology barrier existing across many AM processes [5]. Most re

cently, Zhou et al. proposed a hybrid SLA process to combine the laser scanning 

with the projection such that one subsystem can complement the other to im

prove the overall performance [53]. The schematic drawing of this hybrid sys

tem is shown in Fig. 3.1 [53]. It adopts a laser as the energy source for the border 

of a 2D pattern, whereas a mask image is used to solidify the interior area. Be

cause a single laser path results in ultra-thin lines, multiple paths are necessary 

on the border area to offer sufficient mechanical strength and to securely bond 

the material on the boundary with the internal body [53]. The hybrid SLA sys

tem can take advantages from both sides, i.e., achieving relatively high surface 

quality without sacrificing productivity. 

Traditional slicing and tool path planning approaches can be applied to the 

hybrid SLA system seamlessly, however, a configuration-specific method is de-
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Elevator 

Figure 3.1: Designed configuration of hybrid SLA system 

sirable. In this chapter, we will introduce a novel slicing and tool path planning 

method which can well suit the hybrid system. Although the method proposed 

in this chapter is based on the hybrid SLA system, it also can be adapted and 

applied to other SLA setups without difficulty. 

3.2 Data Flow for Hybrid Stereolithography System 

3.2.1 Flow Chart of Slicing and Tool Path Planning 

The hybrid system synthesizes a laser scanning-based SLA system and a MIP

SL system. Therefore, input files from both sides are required for this system. To 

be specific, at each layer two input files are necessary: 1) contours for the laser 

scanning; 2) a binary image for the mask projection. We will review how to use 
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the traditional method to generate these two required input data in this section. 

The AM process usually takes an STL (STereoLithography) file as the raw 

data, which is the triangulated surface representation of a 3D object. To build 

an object in a layer by layer fashion, the shape of cross-section at each layer is 

required. The process to obtain the geometric property of cross-section area for 

each layer is usually termed as "slicing". A common practice for slicing is to 

calculate the intersections between a given slicing plane and triangular meshes 

from the STL file, and then all intersections are re-organized to obtain a contour 

(simple polygon). For the laser scanning-based SLA process, a series of poly

gons are generated after slicing by offsetting, and the offset distance tis always 

negative, i.e., inward offsetting for outside contour and outward offsetting for 

inside contour. These offset polygons serve as paths for laser scanning in the 

hybrid system. For the MIP-SL process, the input is a series of binary (or gray 

scale) images. The pattern in each image is defined by the area enclosed by a 

contour (or by nested outside and inside contours). The major steps to convert 

a contour into a binary image include: 1) select a sampling point for each pixel 

from the area the pixel covered; 2) test whether the selected point is in the area 

encompassed by the contour; 3) if the sampling point is in the area, set its cor

responding pixel as a foreground pixel. Otherwise, its corresponding pixel will 

be set as background. The scanline rendering algorithm [54] which implements 

this idea is the common practice to convert contour information into a binary 

image. In the hybrid system, the area for the mask projection is defined by the 

innermost polygon generated from the outside contour and the outermost poly

gon generated from the inside contour. The liquid photopolymer at other areas 

on the cross-section will be cured by the laser scanning. 
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In the upper part of Fig. 3.2, a bunny model is used to illustrate the tra

ditional slicing and tool path planning method for the hybrid system. Figure 

3.2(a) shows the original 3D model. Figure 3.2(b) shows the sliced contour at a 

specific height. Figure 3.2(c) shows the offset contour series, and these polygons 

will serve as the laser path. Figure 3.2(d) shows the final binary image which 

will be used for the mask projection. 

The existing slicing and tool path planning method reviewed above can ful

fill the requirement of the hybrid SLA system, but it also suffers from several 

drawbacks. For example, during the slicing process, the connectivity among 

contour segments has to be restored. This is because the laser spot movement 

needs to follow a given trail. Compared with the intersection calculation, re

trieving this topological information takes much more time. If a given contour 

contains n segments, the intersection calculation takes O ( n) time, but ordering 

these intersections will take O(n2) time if "closest point" method introduced 

in [1] is adopted. In addition, in order to conduct the offsetting operation ac

curately, the contour orientation has to be consistent, e.g., all outside contours 

are oriented counter-clockwise (CCW), whereas all inside contours are oriented 

clockwise (CW). Extra effort is required to maintain this consistency. Besides 

the aforementioned disadvantages, the most challenging part stems from the 

offsetting operation itself. Because offsetting is not a topology preserving oper

ation, it is possible that the original object and its offset are not homeomorphic. 

A great extra effort has been made to maintain the robustness of offsetting op

eration [55- 57], however, this kind of effort increases the algorithm complexity 

dramatically. 
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3.2.2 Image-based Method 

The method to solve an engineering problem can be categorized as either an 

analytical method or a numerical method. The approach reviewed in Sec. 3.2.1 

adopts the analytical method to generate the exact contour of the cross-section 

area. In the later polygon offsetting operation, the offset polygonal contours 

are also generated by the analytical method. An analytical method holds a sig

nificant advantage that it provides an exact solution to the original problem, 

whereas a numerical method can only provide an approximate solution. How

ever, in the real world every engineering setup has its finite resolution, and any 

feature beyond that cannot be handled by the system. Under this circumstance, 

obtaining an exact solution for an engineering problem might not be necessary. 

Furthermore, in order to preserve the accuracy, the time complexity of the an

alytical method is usually higher than the numerical method. In other words, 

solving the same problem numerically can achieve higher efficiency with the 

trade-off of accuracy. Motivated by this rationale, in this paper we will derive 

an image-based approach which is essentially numerical. This approach can 

provide higher efficiency than the existing analytical method while maintain

ing sufficient accuracy at the same time. 

The proposed approach generates binary images directly from an STL file. 

As each binary image represents the cross-section area of a 3D object at a specific 

height, it can be used in the MIP-SL process directly. But for the hybrid system, 

this image needs to be further processed to create: 1) contour paths to direct 

the laser scanning; 2) a shrunk image for the mask projection. We first extract 

the boundary pixels from the image by the image contour tracing algorithm, 

and then carry out image shrinking by the image processing technique. The 
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extracted image contours will be converted into laser scanning paths, and the 

final resultant binary image will be used for the mask projection. In the lower 

part of Fig. 3.2, the same bunny model is used to demonstrate the proposed 

approach. Figure 3.2(g) shows the original image at a specific height. Figure 

3.2(h)-(j) are intermediate shrunk images. Figure 3.2(k) shows the final shrunk 

image. Figure 3.2(1)-(n) show restored contours to direct the laser scanning. 

In the following sections, we will elucidate that the numerical method (image

based slicing and tool path planning) can achieve equivalent input data for the 

printing process with substantially higher efficiency than the analytical method. 

3.3 Image-based Slicing Algorithm 

3.3.1 Existing Slicing Approach 

Additive manufacturing builds a 3D object incrementally in a layer by layer 

fashion. Therefore, the 3D model needs to be cut into numerous slices in order 

to obtain geometric information of each slice. Most existing slicing methods fall 

into one of the two categories: non-topology based and topology based. For 

both methods, it is necessary to compute the intersection between a given line 

segment (defined by two vertices V1(X1,Y1,Z1) and V2(X2,Y2,Z2)) and a slicing 

plane (Z = Zk), and it can be easily calculated by linear interpolation as shown 

in Eqn. (3.1) [53]. 

(3.1) 
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The relationship between a triangle facet and a plane can be either intersect

ing or not, and this can be easily evaluated by checking the minimal vertical 

coordinate (Zmin) and maximal vertical coordinate (Zmax) of three vertices from 

the triangle. If Zmin < Zk and Zmax >Zk, the triangle will intersect with current 

slicing plane, and the intersection is a line segment defined by two end points 

which can be calculated by using Eqn. (3.1). 

For the non-topology-based method, each triangular facet from an STL model 

needs to be traversed to check whether it intersects with current slicing plane or 

not. If n triangles intersect with current slicing plane, 2n end points from n line 

segments will be computed. As these n line segments are connected end to end 

to form one or more closed polygons, there are only n distinct points in total. 

Their connectivity can be determined by the "closest point" method [1]. 

The topology-based method is also known as "marching" algorithm. The 

key of this method is the half-edge data structure (also referred as "doubly

connected edge list" in [58]). All edges from the STL model need to be pre

processed in order to to make mesh connectivity explicit. This pre-processing is 

essentially a sorting process, and by doing this the reverse edge and incident tri

angle for an arbitrary edge can be retrieved afterwards. With this information, 

we can march from one triangle to the next until getting back to the starting tri

angle which closes the polygonal contour [59]. In this algorithm, if n triangles 

intersect with current slicing plane, only n intersection points need to be com

puted, and the connectivity is exactly the same as the sequence of marching. 

The non-topology-based method is straightforward, but ordering line seg

ments is time-consuming. Although the time complexity of the topology-based 

method is lower than the non-topology-based method, a sophisticated data 

structure has to be created, and the construction of this data structure can also be 
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time-consuming. In addition, this method is not as robust as the non-topology

based method. For example, if the order of vertices from a triangle doesn't 

follow the right-hand rule, this method cannot generate the desired result. 

3.3.2 Image-based Slicing Method 

In order to extract the geometric property of the cross-section A which is a 2D 

planar area, the existing methods adopt a boundary representation, i.e., using 

its contours to represent the 2D area. Here, the segment contour, denoted as 

aA, is the topological boundary of A, and it is an orientable, continuous, closed 

lD manifold embedded in planar IR2. In this section, an image-based method is 

presented. It generates a binary image with a finite resolution, denoted as 1'A, 

to represent a 2D planar area A directly from an STL file. Major steps of the 

image-based slicing algorithm include: 1) convert the STL file into the sampling 

point cloud; and 2) generate a series of images according to the sampling points 

from bottom to top in an accumulative manner. 

3.3.2.1 Sampling Point Conversion 

For a solid S in IR3, its STL file can be seen as a triangulated surface represen

tation of S. In the context of geometric modeling, a surface is defined as "an 

orientable continuous 2D manifold embedded in IR3 [60], denoted as as. Here, 

as is an infinite set whose elements are orientable points. It can also be seen 

as the union of all orientable triangle facets Tin the STL file, and each triangle 

facet is comprised of infinite points from its closure. Sampling points are some 

points we intentionally select from as in order to approximately represent the 

surface. In other words, the set of sampling points I is a proper subset of as. 
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Suppose the binary image to be generated is positioned at a rectangular area 

defined by its four vertices (0, 0, 0), (W, 0, 0), (W, H, 0), and (0, H, 0), and a 

3D model is also placed in this planar domain. If the resolution of the image is 

m x n, the area each pixel covered is a grid with the width d = WIm (or Hin). 

Among all elements in as, the points with the following X- and Y- coordinates 

are selected as sampling points. The Z-coordinate for a sampling point can be 

obtained by calculating the intersection between the line represented by Eqn. 

(3.2) and the triangular facet defined by its three vertices. 

1 (, =O.S)d, for i l, 2, ...m 
(3.2){f, Y11 - (7 0.5)d, for J - 1, 2, ...n 

It can be imagined as a series of rays radiating vertically (Z-direction) from 

each pixel center, and if the ray hits a triangle facet on as, a sampling point will 

be generated. By doing this as has been uniformly discretized in both X- and Y

direction. Each triangle facet is a 2D object in IR3, and can be defined by its three 

vertices V1(X1,Y1,Z1), V2(X2,Y2,Z2), and V3(X3,Y3,Z3). The plane the triangle 

facet lies on can be represented as Eqn. 3.3. If the ray intersects with the triangle 

facet, the intersection can be computer by substituting Eqn. 3.2 into Eqn. 3.3. 

X - X1 Y - Y1 Z - Z1 

X2 - X 1 Y2 - Y1 Z2 - Z1 = 0 (3.3) 

X3 - X 1 Y3 - Y1 Z3 - Z1 

It is noteworthy that Eqn. 3.3 is the equation for the plane that the triangle 

facet lies in, so it is possible that the point obtained by solving Eqn. 3.2 and 3.3 

simultaneously lies in the exterior of the triangle facet. To tackle this, the inci

dent pixels for each triangle facet need to be identified before the substitution. 
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The projection of triangle facet Ti on X-Y plane, denoted as T/, is obtained by 

simply dropping the Z-coordinate of each vertex. The incident pixels of Ti can 

be obtained by conducting scanline triangle rendering on T/ [54]. Figure 3.3 

shows a 3D triangle facet Ti, its projection on X-Y plane T/, and the incident 

pixels of Ti. Once the incident pixels of Ti are identified, their positions can be 

substituted into Eqn. 3.3 to compute the Z-coordinates for sampling points. 
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Figure 3.3: Incident pixels for a triangle facet Ti 

In order to distinguish the interior and exterior of the solid S, dS is orientable. 

An outward pointing normal vector nis used to represent the orientation of the 

triangle facet. Similarly, all sampling points need to be orientated for the same 

consideration. Since these sampling points I will be converted into 1'A later, 

we need to know whether each point in I is an entering point or an exiting 

point along a given direction. In the context of geometric modeling, the enter

ing point of solid S can be defined as the first point of a local feature we meet 

along a given direction, and the exiting point is the last point we meet along 

the same direction. If we select the positive Z-axis as the direction, all sampling 
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points on the triangle facet with negative Z-component normal vectors are en

tering points, and those with positive Z- component normal vectors are exiting 

points. For the triangle facet with zero Z- component normal vector, the facet is 

perpendicular to X-Y plane, so it will not generate any incident pixel. 

The pseudo-code for converting an STL file into sampling points is shown as 

below. Algorithm ScanlineRendering(T[ i], d) is the scanline triangle rendering 

[54], and it is used to determine the incident pixels for a triangular facet. Al

gorithm CalculateZ(X, Y) is to compute the Z-coordinate for a sampling point. 

Two examples of sampling point conversion are shown in Fig. 3.4. The points in 

blue are entering points, and the points in red are exiting points. In the context 

of geometric modeling, the entering point of a solid S can be defined as the first 

point of a local feature we meet along a given direction, and the exiting point is 

the last point we meet along the same direction. 

Algorithm 1 ConvertToSamplingPoints 
Input: triangular facet T, pixel width d 
Output: sampling point cloud I 
01. I+-- rp 
02. for each triangular facet T[i] in T do 
03. incidentPixel +-- ScanlineRendering(T[i], d) 
04. for each pixel incidentPixel[j] in incidentPixel do 
05. S.col +-- incidentPixel[j].column 
06. S.row +-- incidentPixel[j].row 
07. X +-- (S.column-0.5) x d 
08. Y +-- (S.row-0.5) x d 
09. S.Z +-- CalculateZ(X, Y) 
10. I+-- I US 
11. end for 
12. end for 
13. return I 
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(a) head model (b) hand model 

Figure 3.4: Sampling point conversion 

3.3.2.2 Binary Image Generation 

In Sec. 3.3.2.1, the STL file has been converted into sampling points. However, 

the sampling points are loosely collected, and they cannot be used as the input 

for a layer-based manufacturing process. In this section, those sampling points 

will be converted into a series of images in an accumulative manner, and each 

image is corresponding to the cross-section area for a given slicing plane (Z = 

i x Ltd, for i>O, and L td is the layer thickness). The basic idea of this accumulative 

method is that the image for the (i+1)th layer, Pi+ 1, is generated by manipulating 

the pixel values of the image for the ith layer, Pi, according to the sampling 

points between these two consecutive layers. 

For the (i+ l)th layer, the binary image P i+l with a finite resolution m x n can 

be defined by a set of pixel values gi+l,j (1 ::; j ::; m x n), where j is corresponding 

to the pixel position. Initially, g i+l,j is set as the same as g i,j · At position j, for 

each sampling point Q k between the ith layer and the (i+ l)th layer, g i+l,j has to be 

updated once. These updates represent local feature changes along the building 

direction. If Q k is an entering point, g i+ l ,j = g i,j + 1, otherwise, g i+ l ,j = g i,j - 1. 
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Initially, Po is created by setting all pixel values g0, j as O for 1 ::; j ::; m x n. 

For a closed 2D manifold, the entering point and the exiting point must occur 

one after the other, and at each pixel position the total number of the sampling 

points must be even. Therefore, the relation between g i,j and gi+l,j can be sum

marized as Eqn. 3.4. 

i,j if # of Qk is even 
g i+ l ,j = (3.4) 

{ gi,j + 1) mod 2 if # of Qk is odd 
~ 

The pseudo-code for the binary image generation is shown as below. The 

image is generated from the bottom to the top, and each sampling point only 

takes effect once. Therefore, sorting all sampling points according to their Z

coordinates can make this algorithm more efficient, and only the sampling points 

that fall between two consecutive layers need to be visited to generate an im

age corresponding to a specific height. In Fig. 3.5, an example object is used 

to demonstrate how binary images are generated from sampling points. Ini

tially, all pixels in the image are set as background. At the 0th layer, since all 

sampling points are entering points, all pixels in the blue circular area are set 

as foreground. At the 1st layer, all sampling points between the 0th and the 1st 

layers are exiting points. Therefore, based on Po, all pixels in the red annulus 

are set as background. Following the same rule, we can derive P2, P3, and P4. 

3.3.3 Sampling Accuracy 

Because the proposed image-based slicing algorithm selects a finite number of 

points from as as sampling points, some features of as might be missing. How

ever, it is necessary to guarantee the topological equivalence between an orig-
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Figure 3.5: 3D model used for image generation demonstration 
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Algorithm 2 BinarylmageGeneration 
Input: sampling point cloud I, layer thickness Ltd 

Output: binary image set P 
01. p +-- rp 
02. I' +-- Sort I according to Z-coordinate 
03. for j +-- l to m x n do 
04. g[j] +-- 0 
05. num[j] +-- 0 
06. end for 
07. i +-- l 
08. k +-- l 
09. size +-- size of I' 
10. while k :::; size do 
11. if I'[k].Z::; I'[l].Z + i x Ltd then 
12. j +-- (I'[k].row-1) x n + I'[k].column 
13. num[j] +-- num[j] + l 
14. k +-- k + l 
15. else 
16. for j +-- l to m x n do 
17. if num[j] mod 2 =1 then 
18. g[j] +-- (g[j] + 1) mod 2 
19. end if 
20. P[i] +-- P[i] U g[j] 
21. num[j] +-- 0 
22. end for 
23. P +-- P U P[i] 
24. i +-- i + l 
25. end if 
26. end while 
27. return P 

inal 3D object S and the reconstruction of its digital images. In other words, S 

and its reconstruction have to be homeomorphic. The importance of homeo

morphism has been briefly discussed in [61]. Intuitively, the denser a sampling 

point cloud is, the more possible a 3D object S and its reconstruction are home

omorphic. But if the sampling point cloud is too dense, its generation and pro

cessing will be extremely time-consuming. In addition, as each projector has its 

own finite resolution, it will be pointless to use higher resolution images. In this 

section, we will briefly discuss the sufficient condition to ensure the homeomor-
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phism between S and its reconstruction. 

The following definitions and theorem are adopted from [ 62], and Definition 

1 and Theorem 1 are Definition 1 and Theorem 16 in [62], respectively. 

Definition 1: A set S c IR3 is called r-regular if, for each point x E as, there exist 

two osculating open balls of radius r to as at x such that one lies entirely in S 

and the other lies entirely in the complementary set of S. 

Definition 2: Any set G which is a translated and rotated version of the set ~Z3 

is called a cubic r'-grid and its elements are called grid points. 

Theorem 1: Let S be an r-regular object and G be a cubic r'-grid with 2r' <r. Then 

the result of a topology preserving reconstruction method is r-homeomorphic 

to S. 

From Definition 2, the edge length of a cubic r'-grid d' =~ , and this relation

ship can be seen in Fig. 3.6. According to Theorem 1, we can derive the follow

ing conclusion: For an r-regular object Sand a cubic r'-grid G, if the edge length of 

G, d', satisfies d'<1 r, the result of a topology preserving reconstruction method 

is r-homeomorphic to S. 

In the context of additive manufacturing, in the X-Y plane, d' is represented 

by the pixel width d. And in building direction (Z-axis), d' is represented by 

the layer thickness Ltd· Therefore, we can conclude that for an r-regular object 

S, if both the pixel width d and the layer thickness Ltd are less than 1r, the 

homeomorphism between S and its reconstruction can be guaranteed. 

It is not necessary that all 3D models are r-regular. For instance, a polyhe

dron does not fall in this category. However, for the model to be built by an AM 

process, the magnitude of the parameter r can be interpreted as the size of the 

minimal spatial feature of the model. This is because any AM setup has a fi

nite resolution, and objects fabricated by this specific machine can only present 
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Figure 3.6: Cubic r'-grid 

features whose sizes are larger than this defined resolution. This resolution is 

comprised of two independent components, the lateral resolution (X- and Y

axis direction) and the vertical resolution (Z-axis direction). For an SLA pro

cess, the lateral resolution is defined by the diameter of a laser spot (for the 

laser scanning-based SLA process) or the physical size of a pixel (for the MIP

SL process). The vertical resolution is defined by the minimal step length of the 

elevator and the penetration depth of the resin. If the minimal feature from an 

object is beyond these thresholds, it cannot be built as desired. Therefore, in 

order to properly build an object with minimal spatial feature size r, both the 

pixel size and the layer thickness have to be less than Y.f-r. 
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3.4 Image-based Tool Path Planning 

3.4.1 Existing Tool Path Planning Method 

As shown in the upper part of Fig. 3.2, the existing tool path planning for the 

hybrid SLA process takes the polygonal contour (Fig. 3.2(b)) as input, and this 

contour information is obtained from slicing. Each polygonal contour Lo en

closes an area Ao, and successively negative offsetting (shrinkage) will be con

ducted on this area with the offset distance ti. Consequently, a series of shrunk 

areas Ai for i=l, 2, 3 ... n will be generated, and their corresponding polygonal 

contours Li for i=l, 2, 3 ... n - 1 will serve as the laser paths. This can be sum

marized as Eqn. 3.5, where d15 is the diameter of the laser spot, .l-* is the negative 

regularized offset (shrinkage) operator, and dAi is the boundary of Ai. The area 

enclosed by the last polygonal contour, An, will be converted into a binary im

age to serve as the input for the mask projection. 

Li= dAi, Jori= 0,1,2 ... n 
(3.5) 

_ { ldzs, for i = 1, n 
ti - ~ 

(dz 5 , fori=2,3 ... n-l 

The offsetting operation h~re should be the solid offsetting [63, 64], which 

can be defined as follows: 

Definition 3: The regularized solid offset of a regular and non-empty set A by a 

positive distance t (expanding) is defined as At* t = {p : d(p,A) ::; t}, where 

d(p, A) = inf 11 p - q 11 and inf denotes the greatest lower bound. 
qEA 

The negative offset of a regular and non-empty set A can be viewed as the 
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complement of the positive offset of the complement of A, denoted as c* A, and 

it can be defined as follows: 

Definition 4: The regularized solid offset of a regular and non-empty set A by a 

negative distance t (shrinking) is defined as A .t* t = {p: d(p,c* A) 2 t}, where 

d(p, c* A) = inf 11 p - q 11 -
q~A 

Here, since the planar area Ai is an infinite set, it is impossible to implement 

the solid offsetting operation according to its definition. The common practice 

for offsetting a polygonal area is to move each segment of the polygon along 

its normal by the offset distance t, and this operation is named as the normal 

offsetting [ 63]. Because each polygonal area Ai can be defined by its contour Li, 

each contour can be defined by a finite number of segments, and each segment 

can be defined by its two end points, this approach is practicable. However, the 

resultant polygon generated by the normal offsetting might not be simple any 

more, and furthermore, the identification and removal for the self-intersections 

are difficult. 

3.4.2 Image-based Tool Path Planning Approach 

According to Definition 4, if p E A, then d(p,c* A) = d(p,<JA), and if p rt_ A, 

then d(p,c* A) = 0. Therefore, the negative offset can be viewed as shifting the 

center of a circular disc with radius t along dA, removing all the area swept 

by the disc, and the remainder is A .l-* t. The image-based tool path planning 

method, which will be introduced later in this section, is inspired by this idea. In 

the proposed method, binary images are used to represent A, dA, and the disc 

with radius t. This kind of representation may lead to losing a certain level of 

accuracy due to the finite resolution from an image, but it enables the computer-
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ized realization of the aforementioned "sweep" and "removal" processes. More 

importantly, as a field which has been extensively studied, the image process

ing provides us a wealth of readily available tools that can guide us to realize 

desired goals. 

The proposed tool path planning method extracts boundary pixels from the 

image generated by the image-based slicing method. Then based on these pix

els, an image processing technique is applied to generate the shrunk image. The 

centers of boundary pixels from intermediate shrunk images will be used to de

fine laser paths, and the final shrunk image will serve as the input for the mask 

projection. 

3.4.2.1 Image Contour Tracing 

According to the proposed image-based slicing algorithm, a binary image will 

be generated from the STL file for a specific layer. This binary image may con

tain multiple isolated objects, and each object may have multiple contours, e.g., 

object with holes. Similar to representing a 2D area by its contour, each object 

on the binary image can also be represented by its boundary pixels. In this case, 

both inner boundary and outer boundary can be used for this purpose. The in

ner boundary itself is part of the object, and each of its elements has at least one 

neighbor which is not an element of the given object [65]. The outer boundary 

is defined in the opposite way, itself is part of the complement of the object, and 

each of its elements has at least one neighbor which is an element of the given 

object [65]. Figure 3.7(d) and (e) show the difference between the inner bound

ary and the outer boundary of the same object. In this section, we will use an 

8-connected inner boundary as the image contour. By saying 8-connected, we 

mean that for a given pixel p, any pixel that either shares an edge or a comer 
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with p is an 8-connected neighbor of p [65]. Similarly, a 4-connected neighbor 

is defined as any pixel that shares an edge with a given pixel [65]. Figure 3.7(a) 

shows pixels which are 8-connected with a given pixel p, whereas Fig. 3.7(b) 

shows pixels which are 4-connected neighbors of a given pixel p. The position 

numbering of a neighborhood pixel relative to a given pixel pis shown as Fig. 

3.7(c). 

4 

3 

2 

■ Given Pixel p ■ Given Pixel p ■ Given Pixel p 
8-connected 4-connected 

□ neighbors ofp □ neighbors ofp 

(a) (b) (c) 

0 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 
0 I I l l 00 0 00 l l I l 0 0 0 0 

0 l l l I 0 01 l l l l l 0 
0 l l 0 01 I l l 0 0 

01 l 0 00 l l l I 0 
0 l l 0 0 01 l 0 0 
0 l I 0 01 I l l 00 

0 l l l l 0 00 I l l I 0 0 
0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 

□ Foreground l Inner Boundary □ Foreground l Inner Boundary 
□ Background 0 Outer Boundary □ Background 0 Outer Boundary 

(d) 8-connected boundary ( e) 4-connected boundary 

Figure 3.7: Neighbor numbering and image boundary 

As each object has non-ambiguous contours, the connectivity of the contour 

pixels is unique. In other words, following a given direction, if we know the 

ith contour pixel Pi, the (i+l)th contour pixel Pi+l is unique. In order to trace 

the contour, an initial contour pixel p1 which will serve as the starting point is 
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needed. An observation is that an 8-connected contour pixel (except the pixel 

on the image border) is a foreground pixel which has at least one 4-connected 

background neighbor. We can search the image from the northwest comer until 

a foreground pixel is found. This pixel must be a contour pixel, as its left neigh

bor, if exists, is a background pixel. If its left neighbor does not exist, it is on the 

border of the image (the 1st column) and it is also a contour pixel. 

Then we can search the neighborhood of a known contour pixel Pi to find 

the next contour pixel Pi+1. This searching will be performed in a consistent 

direction, e.g., counter-clockwise ( corresponding to the ascending order of the 

neighbor numbering in Fig. 3.7(c)). This process can be assumed as rotating 

an imaginary line segment about Pi, so it is named as the radial sweep. To 

properly trace the object contour, the selection of the searching starting pixel, 

denoted as qi, is critical, and the following two observations have to be taken 

into consideration: 

1. If the searching starts from a background pixel, the first foreground pixel 

swept must be a contour pixel; 

2. If there are more than one contour pixels 8-connected with Pi for i > 1, 

one of them must be Pi- l which has already been identified. We have to 

make sure that in the given direction, the unvisited contour pixel must be 

swept earlier than Pi- l · Otherwise, the searching will make a sharp turn 

(180°) while certain feature has not been fully explored. 

Here, we define a variable pas to store the position of pixel Pi relative to Pi- l · 

For the first contour pixel p1, we can start the searching for p2 from the left 

neighbor of p1, because its left neighbor, if exists, must be a background pixel. 

Hence, the initial value of pas is set as 7. For i 2: 1, the searching for Pi+1 will 
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start at p/s neighbor whose number is (pas+ 5) mod 8. It can be proven that 

this pixel will always be a background pixel, and this selection will also make 

Pi- l be the last foreground pixel to be swept. 

As the contour of a given object is a closed loop (a unit pixel width open 

curve can be viewed as a special case of the closed loop), the contour propa

gation should stop if the next contour pixel found would be the same as Pl. 

Therefore, for each contour, the terminating criterion is set as: Pi = Pl. If Pl is 

incident to more than one contours, e.g., two contours both have Pl in common 

(can be seen as one self-intersected contour), it will be treated as a multi-contour 

case. 

To handle the multi-contour case, we first scan the whole image from the 

northwest corner to check the left neighbor for each foreground pixel. If a fore

ground pixel has a background left neighbor, it will be selected as a seed pixel. 

By doing this, we can ensure that each contour has at least one pixel been se

lected as a seed. Apparently, if all the seeds have been propagated, no contours 

will be omitted. When all the pixels from the image have been checked, the 

seed pixels will be stored in a set. Then the first seed pixel will serve as p1 to 

trace a contour which contains Pl. During the contour tracing process, the set 

of the seed pixels will be updated, and all the seed pixels on this contour will be 

removed from the seed set. When a contour is finished, we will check if the set 

of seeds is empty. If so, then all the contours on the image have been explored. 

Otherwise, we will pick up another seed in the set to trace a new contour. This 

process continues until the set of seeds becomes empty. 

The pseudo-code for image contour tracing is shown as below. Figure 3.8 is 

an example of how this algorithm works for a two-contour image with resolu

tion 12 x 9, Fig. 3.8(a) is the original image, and Fig. 3.8(b) is the result of the 
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traced contours. Table 3.1 shows the update of variables in each iteration. 

Algorithm 3 ImageContourTracing 
Input: a binary image P with finite resolution m x n 
Output: image contour C 
01. C +-- rp 
02. neighbor +-- {m - l, m, m + l, 1, -m + l, -m, -m - l, -1} 
03. for i +-- l tom x n do 
04. seed[i] +-- false 
05. end for 
06. for j +-- l to m x n do 
07. if g[j] =1 then 
08. if j mod n =l then 
09. seed[i] +-- true 
10. else if g[j - 1] =0 then 
11. seed[i] +-- true 
12. end if 
13. end if 
14. end for 
15. for k +-- l to m x n do 
16. if seed[k] = l then 
17. p +-- k 
18. pas+-- 7 
19. C f-- (/) 

20. do 
21. Cf-- CU p 
22. seed[p] +-- false 
23. while g[p + neighbor[pos]] =0 do 
24. pas +-- (pas + l) mod 8 
25. end while 
26. p +-- p + neighbor[pos] 
27. pas +-- (pas + 5) mod 8 
28. while p i- k 
29. C +--CU c 
30. end if 
31. end for 
32. return C 

As we always search neighborhood in a consistent direction, i.e., CCW, it 

is noteworthy that the generated contours will be orientation consistent. The 

outsider contour will always be CCW, whereas the inside contour is CW. The 

reason is as the following: To search contour pixel Pi+1, we start searching at a 
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I 

5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 

96 97 98 99 100 IOI 102 103 104 105 106 107 

(a) original image 

(b) traced contours 

■ contour 1 D foreground pixel 

D contour 2 D background pixel 

Figure 3.8: An example of image contour tracing 

background neighbor of contour pixel Pi· If we find Pi+l at position n, at least 

position (n - 1) mod 8 is a background pixel [66]. Neighbor (n - 1) mod 8 

must be on the right hand side of Pi ----+ Pi+ l · In other words, the right side of 

the contour should always be background (hollow), whereas the left hand side 

of the contour is foreground (solid). Therefore, outside contour traced is CCW, 

and inside contour traced is CW. 
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Table 3.1: Variable updates for image contour tracing example 

seed={14,25,37,50,54,63,67,75,88}, contour 1, p1=14 
l Pi start pas finish pas removed from seed =p1? 

yes1 14 7 0 n/a 
yes2 25 5 1 no 
yes3 37 6 2 no 

... 
20 15 4 7 n/a no 
21 14 4 7 n/a yes 

seed= {54, 67}, contour 2, p1 =54 
l Pi start pas finish pas removed from seed =p1? 

yes1 54 7 2 n/a 
yes no2 67 7 0 

... 
7 41 1 2 n/a no 
8 54 7 2 n/a yes 

seed=(/) 

3.4.2.2 Image-based Contour Offset 

By the algorithm described in Sec. 3.4.2.1, all the contours from an image can be 

traced, and these contours are single pixel wide. Therefore, simply connecting 

the centers of contour pixel according to the connectivity preserved will provide 

the path for laser scanning. However, a shrunk binary image is still necessary 

for the mask projection. In the traditional method, when the polygonal contour 

is derived, we will conduct a negative offset by distance t to obtain a contracted 

area. In this section, we will generate the contracted binary image by the image 

processing technique. 

Assuming Po is the original image generated by the image-based slicing al

gorithm, its image contour Co can be traced by contour tracing algorithms. The 

image-based contour offsetting is implemented through shrinking the original 

image Po by applying a structuring element Ei along the boundary Co. Specif

ically, a dilation operation is conducted on the contour image Co by the struc-
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turing element Ei, and the shrunk image Pi can be calculated as the Boolean 

difference between Po and dilated Co. This relationship can be represented as 

Eqn. (3.6), where " E9" denotes the dilation, and"-" denotes the Boolean differ-

ence. 

(3.6) 

Based on this rule, the original image is shrunk n times. The corresponding 

contours C1, C2 ... Cn - l, are used to generate paths to direct the laser scanning, 

and the final shrunk image Pn serves as the input for the mask projection. The 

pseudo-code of image shrinking is shown as the following: 

Algorithm 4 ImageShrinking 
Input: a binary image P, structuring element E, integer n 
Output: final shrunk image Pn, contour set D 
01. C +--- ImageContourTracing(P) 
02. Cn +--- rp 
03. Pn +--- rp 
04. D +--- rp 
05. for i +--- l ton do 
06. Pn +--- P - (C EB E[i]) 
07. Cn +--- ImageContourTracing(Pn) 
08. D +--- D U Cn 
09. end for 
10. return Pn, D 

The structuring element Ei is constructed according to the desired shrink

age magnitude ti. If we use two integers u and v to represent the horizontal 

(column) and vertical (row) positions of a pixel, and assume the origin of the 

structuring element is located at the center of pixel (0, 0), then all pixels that 

satisfy ✓u2 + v2 ::; ~ will be selected as members of the structuring element, 

where dis the pixel width. Figure 3.9 shows several examples of the structur

ing elements. Obviously, the shape represented by a structuring element is an 
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approximation of a circular area with radius ti. 

t;ld= 1 t/d = 1.5 

t;ld=2 t;ld= 2.5 

Figure 3.9: Examples of structuring element 

In this application, all structuring elements generated are symmetric about 

the origin, so Ei and its reflection Ei are identical. Therefore, based on the def

inition of dilation [67], the operation represented by Eqn. (3.6) is equivalent to 

placing a circular disc with radius ti on each inner boundary pixel (center to 

center), and setting all pixels whose centers are covered by these discs as back

ground. The resultant image is the shrunk image Pi. 

3.4.3 Error Analysis for Image Shrinkage Process 

3.4.3.1 Error Source Identification 

In order to analyze the error in the image shrinkage process, we define the fol

lowing notations: 
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d: boundary of a given area; 

.t*: regularized solid offset by a negative distance; 

c*: complementary set of a given set; 

')': binary image for an area under a given resolution; 

n: area enclosed by the inner image contour center chain of the image con

verted from a given area; 

TI: area enclosed by the outer image contour center chain of the image con

verted from a given area; 

V: image shrinkage by the proposed method, and its output is an area en

closed by the inner image contour center chain of the resultant image. 

As discussed in the previous session, the regularized solid offset of a regular 

and non-empty set A by a negative distance t can be viewed as shifting a planar 

circular disc with radius t along dA, and removing the area swept by this disc 

from A. An example of solid offsetting an "L" shape is shown in the upper part 

of Fig. 3.10. 

Compared with the regularized solid offset, the image shrinkage realized by 

the image processing approach 1) uses <J(nA ) instead of dA as the trail to place 

the planar disc with radius t, and 2) applies circular discs with radius t only on 

centers of boundary pixels rather than all points on the trail. The lower part of 

Fig. 3.10 demonstrates this process using the same "L" shape. We now analyze 

the errors resulting from these two sources, respectively. 
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3.4.3.2 Analysis for Error from Source I 

Generally, the error from source I, i.e., the difference between dA and d(nA ), is 

unbounded. This is because any image has its finite resolution, and the smallest 

feature which the image is able to represent cannot go beyond a certain level. 

Similar to the spatial sampling accuracy discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, the sufficient 

condition of preserving the planar features in an image is that the physical pixel 

sized has to be smaller than1rplanar, where rplanar is the smallest planar feature 

size to be preserved. 

Following this, if we assume all necessary planar features are able to be rep

resented by the binary image with a given resolution, dA lies between inner im

age contour center chain d(nA ) and outer image contour center chain a(TIA), as 

shown in Fig. 3.ll(a). The following error analysis is based on this assumption. 

In Fig. 3.ll(b), dA goes beyond d(nA ) and a(TIA), and the sizes of correspond

ing features are smaller than-/2d. Hence it is not guaranteed that these features 

can be represented by the image. 
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According to the aforementioned assumption, we have: TIA ~ A ~ nA. For 

the 8-connected image contours, the distance between any point p on d(nA) 

and the complement of TIA is: d(p, c* (TIA)) = d(p, d(TIA)) ::; d. Hence we 

have: nA ~ (TIA) .l-* d. According to the inclusion [63], we can derive (TIA) .l-* 

d ~ A .l-* d. To summarize, we have: 

A~ nA ~ A .t* d (3.7) 

According to Eqn. (3.7) and inclusion, we have: A .l-* t ~ (nA) .l-* t ~ (A .l-* 

d) .l-* t. Because (A .l-* d) .l-* t = A .l-* (d + t) = (A .l-* t) .l-* d, we can derive: 

A .t* t ~ (nA) .t* t ~ (A .t* t) .t* d (3.8) 

Because ry( (A .l-* t) .l-* d) is at most "thinner" than ry(A .l-* t) by 1 pixel, 

ry((nA) .l-* t) is at most "thinner" than ry(A .l-* t) by 1 pixel as well. This 

concludes the error stemmed from source I. 

3.4.3.3 Analysis for Error from Source II 

The error from source II stems from only applying the circular disc with radius t 

on a finite number of points on d(nA) rather than all points, and the set of pixel 

centers is a subset of a ( n A). Therefore, 1'( ( n A) .t* t) is "thinner" than 1'(A V t). 

All 8 neighbors of a given pixel can be categorized as either edge-connected 

neighbors or corner-connected neighbors. To simplify the discussion, we set the 

center of a given pixel Pi as the origin (0, 0), and r = ¼- We then evaluate the 

difference between two pixel sets that are set as background by two methods. 

For the edge-connected case, let Pi+l locate at (1, 0). By the solid offset 

method, the pixel (u, v) satisfies (u - s)2 + v2 ::; r2 will be set as background, 
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where u, v E Z, s E IR and O ::; s ::; 1. Based on the proposed method, only 

the pixel (u, v) that satisfies u2 + v2 ::; r2 or (u - 1 )2 + v2 ::; r2 will be set as 

background. Compared with conducting solid offsetting on nA with a negative 

distance t, the pixel (u,v) which satisfies Eqn. (3.9) maybe missed being set as 

background. 

u2 + v2 > ,2 

(3.9) 

As no integer solution exists for qn. (3.9), we can conclude that the proposed 

approach won't miss setting any pixel as background for the edge-connected 

case. 

The corner-connected case is more complicated than the edge-connected case. 

We set Pi+l at (1, 1), and follow the same fashion. The missed pixel (u,v) satis

fies: 

u2 + v2 > ,2 

2
U - 1)2 + ( V - 1)2 > r (3.10) 

2
U - S )2 + ( V - S )2 :c; r 

From Eqn. (3.10), we can den e u + v = 1. As shown in Fig. 3.12(a) and (b), the 

pixel (u, v) whose center falls in the shaded area and on the line u + v = 1 will 

be missed by the proposed method. It is obvious that when r < 1, the shaded 

area won't cover any pixel center, so the proposed method won't miss any pixel. 

An example is shown in Fig. 3.12(a). When r 2: 1, it starts to miss pixels. The 

length of segment ab can be calculated as I ab I~ I ac I - I be I~ r - ~, 
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and its maximum value is Iab lmax= f when r = f. An observation is that 

the distance between any two neighboring pixel centers on the line u + v = 1 

isy'2, so there exists at most one missed pixel center on the segment ab, and the 

existence of missed pixel depends on the value of r. Therefore, we can conclude 

that the error stemmed from source II is 1 pixel. In other words, 1'( ( n A) .t* t ) is 

at most "thinner" than '}'(A V t ) by 1 pixel. 

V V 

i iX X X X X X 

X X 

u+v=l u+v=l 
X X X X X X 

(a) r<✓2 ! 2 (b) r';?_,J2 / 2 

x pixel center 

Figure 3.12: Corner-connected case 

3.4.3.4 Conclusion for Overall Error 

Because both '}'(A .l-* t ) and '}'(A V t ) are at most "thicker" than 1'((nA) .l-* t ) 

by 1 pixel, we can also conclude that there is at most 1 pixel difference (can be 

either "thinner" or "thicker") between images '}'(A .l-* t ) and '}'(A V t ). 
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3.5 Efficiency Analysis and Implementation 

The efficiency of the proposed algorithms for the hybrid SLA system has been 

analyzed from the time and the space complexity perspectives, respectively. 

The proposed algorithm was implemented using the C++ programming lan

guage with the Microsoft R Visual C ++ compiler, and seven 3D models were 

tested. The test results were compared with those generated by the traditional 

approach. 

3.5.1 Efficiency Analysis 

3.5.1.1 Time Complexity 

The time complexity of the image-based slicing algorithm is analyzed as fol

lows. Assume an STL format 3D model has T triangular facets, reading vertex 

coordinates and normal vectors for all facets takes 0(T) time. For each triangu

lar facet, suppose that it has K incident pixels on average, then calculating and 

saving the point cloud for the model take O(T x K) time. Therefore, the time 

complexity for converting an STL file into the point cloud takes O ( T x K) time. 

The total number of sampling points, denoted as CT, equals to T x K, so sorting 

all sampling points according to their Z-coordinates takes O ( CT log CT ) time. To 

generate the binary image set for the model from the point cloud, each sampling 

point needs to be traversed, so the time complexity is O(CT). Here, we assume 

the number of sampling points CT is much larger than the required resolution 

and the total number of layers. Therefore, the overall time complexity for the 

proposed slicing algorithm is O ( CT log CT ) . 

The path planning process for a specific layer starts at identifying the seed 
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pixel from a given image. The seed pixel identification needs to check each pixel, 

so the time complexity is O ( m x n). For a given boundary pixel Pi, it needs to 

check all 8 neighbors at the most to find the next boundary pixel Pi+1. If we 

assume that for a given image, there exists A boundary pixels, then locating 

all boundary pixels takes O (A) time. Obviously, the total amount of boundary 

pixels A is less than the image resolution m x n, so the entire contour tracing 

process takes O ( m x n) time. Since the number of pixels in a structuring el

ement is much smaller than the image resolution, constructing the structuring 

element takes O ( 1) time. Therefore, generating one laser path and obtaining the 

resultant image take O(A) time. As A is substantially less than m x n, the time 

complexity of one round image shrinking is O(m x n). 

3.5.1.2 Space Complexity 

For the image-based slicing algorithm, as all CT sampling points need to be stored, 

the space complexity for the proposed slicing algorithm is O(CT). The path plan

ning process has to save the pixel value for each pixel, and thus its space com

plexity is 0(m x n). 

3.5.2 Implementation and Experimental Result 

Both the proposed method and the traditional approach are implemented, and 

Clipper [68], an open source library for clipping and offsetting lines and poly

gons, is adopted to implement the traditional offsetting method. The same set 

of 3D models (STL files) has been tested, and for each layer the outputs are a se

ries of contours which serve as laser paths and an image for the mask projection. 

The test environment is as follows: 
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Table 3.2: Processing time for tested models 

Size (L x W x H,
Model #T Ltd #L tt tp

mm) 
Bell 210,500 26.42 X 26.11 X 40.76 0.1 407 122.225 9.644 
Bunny 69,664 23.73 X 18.39 X 23.52 0.1 235 37.151 5.205 

54.66 X 54.66 X
Eiffel Tower 138,530 0.5 241 137.878 7.924

120.95 
Hand 109,834 26.02 X 14.36 X 37.97 0.1 379 83.561 7.449 
Hearing Aid 32,750 49.99 X 42.94 X 39.96 0.1 399 46.682 9.666 
Ring Knots 33,730 22.58 X 14.33 X 23.15 0.1 231 42.536 4.540 
Turbine Rotor 124,336 55.88 X 55.88 X 25.40 0.1 253 71.207 7.270 

#Tis the number of triangles, Ltd is the layer thickness, and #Lis the number of 
layers. tt and tp are the times for traditional method and proposed approach, 
respectively. 

64 bit Windows 10 Pro system laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4600U, CPU 

@ 2.10GHz 2.69 GHz and 8GB RAM. 

The image resolution is 1024 x 768, and the physical size of the image is 

80 x 60 mm. We conduct 4 rounds of offsetting (or image shrinking), and the 

offset distance is set as -0.078125 mm, which is equal to a single pixel width. 

Table 3.2 shows model information and processing times for all seven models. 

The output comparison for a specific layer is shown in Table 3.3. As can be seen 

from the tables, the proposed image-based slicing and path planning algorithm 

is 10 times faster than the traditional analytical method without losing accuracy 

with respect to the printer resolution. However, it should be noted that the 

image-based algorithm may not find obvious benefit if the machine resolution 

is improved by more than 10 times with the advance of machine and process 

development in the future. 
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Table 3.3: Result comparison for tested models 
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3.6 Summary 

The hybrid stereolithography process has the potential to substantially increase 

the system throughput without losing the fabrication quality. Geometry pro

cessing operations such as the contour slicing and the tool path planning are 

among the key procedures of the hybrid process. The traditional analytical ap

proach suffers from multiple technical difficulties, including but not limited to, 

high time complexity and low reliability due to the challenge of maintaining 

the geometry integrity. In this chapter we proposed a novel image-based nu

merical approach for slicing and tool path planning for the hybrid stereolithog

raphy system. Such a numerical approach converts the traditional continuous 

domain (e.g., contour) into a discrete domain (e.g., image) by accounting for 

the limited hardware resolution. Therefore, the proposed numerical method 

is more configuration-specific than the traditional analytical approach. Mean

while, because of the nature of parallel computation, the proposed image-based 

algorithm has the potential to be implemented on the Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU), and thus it is able to achieve higher computational efficiency. Both the 

theoretical analysis and the experimental validation verified that the proposed 

approach can achieve higher computational efficiency than the traditional tech

nique without losing the desired accuracy. 



Comprehensive Information Reuse 

for Mask Image Projection-based 

Stereolithography System 

4.1 Additive Manufacturing and Customization 

The prevailing "mass production" is an important source of the nation's eco

nomic strength in the last century. Its characterized scale effect results in re

duced cost and easiness to obtain a product, therefore it improves the quality 

and the sustainability of human life. However, due to the intense competition, 

any product could have countless substitutions on the market sharing similar 

functions. Customers are no longer satisfied with just realizing the basic func

tions. Instead, they would prefer to purchase the products that can better meet 

their specific tastes. It is apparent that traditional mass production is not capable 

of handling this tremendous diversity in customer needs. Innovative practition

ers are thinking about lifting their way to a new paradigm, mass customization, 
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to meet the ever changing turbulent market environment. According to Tseng 

and Jiao, mass customization was defined as "the technologies and systems to 

deliver goods and services that meet individual customer's needs with near 

mass production efficiency" [69]. 

Over the last 30 years, additive manufacturing (AM) emerges as a new type 

of manufacturing process. Comparing to traditional manufacturing techniques, 

an important advantage of AM is that it provides "complexity for free" [1]. In 

other words, it will not become more involved as the geometric complexity esca

lates. This geometric complexity independency offers high flexibility and short

ened product lead time without extra penalty, and thus AM has the potential to 

be the technical foundation for profitable mass customization. Mass customiza

tion refers to "the technologies and systems to deliver goods and services that 

meet individual customer's needs with near mass production efficiency" [69]. 

Several applications that utilize AM technology to enable mass production of 

highly customized products are shown in Fig. 4.1. 

(a) (c) (d) 

Figure 4.1: Mass customization applications based on additive manufacturing: 
(a) dental industry [70], (b) medical industry [70], (c) jewelry industry [70], (d) 
entertainment industry [70, 71] 

Product variety refers to the different product designs that are produced in 

a factory, which has been identified as a quantitative parameter used in pro

duction planning. There are two types of product variety: hard and soft. Hard 

product variety is when the products differ substantially, and soft product va-
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riety is when there are only small differences between products. We have an 

observation that mass customization relies on the use of soft product variety 

and its design of customization is mainly based on altering the geometry or 

property of a template model in some local regions. In this session, we pro

pose a new slicing paradigm to take advantages of the high similarities among 

the customized products in the same type (many of them have more than 90% 

similarity). The basic idea is to reuse the information from the template for the 

customized one, so that the computation of slicing can be greatly reduced. 

4.2 Slicing in Additive Manufacturing 

The purpose of slicing in AM is to obtain the cross-sectional profile of the 3D 

model to direct the energy or material deposition. To simplify the slice gen

eration and the tool path planning procedures, the 3D model initially created 

via CAD software is usually represented by a set of triangular facets, denoted 

as T. The common practice to generate the cross-sectional information is in

tersecting T with a set of horizontal planes, denoted as P. For a single layer, 

the intersection between T and a single slicing plane, denoted as Pi, is one or 

more simple closed polygons. These polygons can unambiguously define the 

cross-sectional profile of the given object, and each polygon consists of a set of 

segments. For MIP-SL system to which the aforementioned high efficiency CLIP 

process belongs, the obtained polygonal contours need to be further converted 

into images by the rasterization procedure. 

The end point coordinate for each line segment of the polygonal contour 

can be calculated by a linear interpolation [53]. The outcome of this procedure 

is a set of unordered segments. For most AM setups, it is necessary to know 
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the connectivity among them for tool path planning, e.g., polygon offsetting, 

G-code generation etc. Unfortunately, because the topological information in 

most commonly used mesh files (i.e., .STL file or .OBJ file) is implicit, additional 

effort is necessary to sort these unordered line segments according to their con

nectivity. It is not trivial to reconstruct such topological structure compared to 

compute the line segments. 

4.2.1 Design Process in Mass Customization 

Historically, there are two waves of mass customization: configured mass cus

tomization and personalized customization. In configured mass customization, 

the customers are provided with a certain number of choices based on a base 

configuration to achieve variety and individualization. For example, the 3D 

printing center provides a template as a base and the customers can tinker 

around the template by adding customized features (names, signatures, pat

terns etc.). Since all the designs are based on the original template, the de

rived models have high similarity defined by the template. In personalized 

customization, the products are designed to meet each customer's unique re

quirements. However, the designs in the same categories still share high sim

ilarity. The human centered products such as teeth aligner (Fig. 4.l (a)) and 

hearing aid (Fig. 4.1 (b)) fall into this category. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4.2, 

the customized teeth aligners possess the same features with slight variations. 

Specifically, the teeth aligners for the same patient at different treatment periods 

not only share the major geometry but also have the same topology for the con

stituent triangle meshes, because the slight tuning of the teeth location will not 

affect the connectivity or the quantity of the triangles. These high geometry and 
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topology similarities provide potential to radically speed up the pre-fabrication 

process by reusing the information from the template. 

4.2.2 Proposed Slicing Paradigm 

Mass customization intends to fabricate individualized products with near mass 

production efficiency [69], thus numerous models with distinct features present 

a huge challenge to the pre-fabrication computation. However, models from 

the same category usually share the characteristics of high similarity, and this 

similarity can be measured by counting the number of corresponding triangular 

facets in the models that have the same vertices and normals. Equation 4.1 

shows the percentage of meshes in model T2 that have the same corresponding 

meshes in model T1, where n1 and n2 are total numbers of triangular facets 

in T1 and T2, respectively. Figure 4.2 shows a set of aligner molds from the 

same patient but for different treatment periods, and all these aligner models 

possess the same features with slight variation (more than 99% similarity on 

average). However, the existing slicing paradigm treats each customized model 

independently, and every single mesh in the model needs to go through the 

entire slicing process no matter whether it changes or not. 

(4.1) 

In this study, we proposed a novel computation paradigm for slicing pro

cess to reuse the information acquired from the template to the greatest extent. 

In order to take advantage of the high similarity among customized products, 

the entire mesh of a customized model, denoted as rt:, was divided into two 

categories: unchanged meshes and changed meshes, denoted as 'I';; and ~, re-
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Figure 4.2: Align Technology Inc. produces orthodontic treatment devices by 
utilizing 3D printing to progressively fabricate transparent teeth aligners that 
are worn on patient's teeth. The company is reported to produce 40,000 unique 
aligners per day [72]. Left-top: aligner before treatment; Left-middle: aligner 
during treatment; Left-bottom: aligner after treatment; Right: digital models for 
the progressively fabricated aligner molds 

spectively. The unchanged meshes are the meshes which have the same corre

sponding meshes in the template model, denoted as T, and the changed meshes 

are those which do not have the same corresponding meshes in yt. According 

to the definition, ~ is a subset of yt. Meanwhile, ~ and ~ have the following 

properties: 

0 (4.2) 

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the slicing process can be seen as two single steps: 1) 

compute the intersection between the meshes and a plane; and 2) retrieve the 

connectivity among segments. According to the set distributive law, the inter

section between a customized mesh model rt: and a plane Pi equals to the union 

of the intersection between unchanged meshes ~ and Pi and the intersection 

between changed meshes ~ and Pi, i.e.: 

(4.3) 
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Because ~ is a subset of the template mesh model r, ~ n Pi is a subset of 

T n Pi, i.e., 

(4.4) 

As r n Pi is assumed to have been calculated during the template slicing, we can 

obtain the result of~ n Pi directly without any redundant computation. More 

importantly, the connectivity among the meshes in ~ can also be preserved, 

and this can result in significant time saving in the connectivity retrieving step. 

Customized products are expected to have a high level of similarity, e.g., 

more than 95%, and the slicing process on the unchanged portion will be con

ducted only once on the template model. For a customized model, only the 

unique feature represented by~ which takes a very minor portion of J"C needs 

to go through the entire slicing process. Therefore, the input size of the slicing 

algorithm will be reduced dramatically, and huge saving on the computation 

time can be achieved. In Fig. 4.3, a hearing aid shell is used to illustrate the con

cept of the proposed slicing paradigm. Hearing aid is a typical medical devise 

whose shape needs to be customized in order to improve the customer comfort 

with better fit. A template hearing aid shell model is shown in Fig. 4.3(a), and 

the entire model needs to go through the slicing process. The outcomes of the 

template slicing are the complete contour (as shown in Fig. 4.3(d)) for the tem

plate model. Figure 4.3(b) shows a customized model derived from the template 

by local modification. As shown in Fig. 4.3(c), we first compare it with the tem

plate to identify its unique feature. It is noted that such unique feature can be 

trivially identified during the design and model creation process as described in 

Sec. 4.2.1. At a specific height, if there is no changed mesh crossing the slicing 
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plane, the corresponding contour (as shown in Fig. 4.3(e)) from the template 

will be reused directly. Such direct information reuse is termed as Layer Reuse 

in the proposed framework. Specifically, the layer reuse module trivially copies 

the slicing information associated with the unchanged layers from the template 

model to the customized model. Owing to the high similarity between the tem

plate and customized models, the layer reuse can achieve significant computa

tional savings. In order to further reduce the computational cost, the partially 

changed layers can be reused as well. More specifically, the unchanged con

tours or the unchanged line segments of the partially changed contours will be 

directly reused, which is termed as Contour Reuse. Lastly, for the changed line 

segments of the contours, the topology information ( connectivity between the 

triangles) can be reused from the template model to accelerate the slicing pro

cess and update the information of the changed line segments, which is termed 

as Topology Reuse in this work. As shown in Fig. 4.3(f) the updated line segments 

will be stitched with the unchanged line segments to form a closed contour. Fig

ure 4.3(g) shows the complete contour for the customized model, and these are 

just the union of the results for the unaffected layers and the affected layers. For 

MIP-SL process, images are still needed as input. For unaffected layers, their 

images (Fig. 4.3(i)) can be directly obtained from the template image set (Fig. 

4.3(h)). For the affected layers, their images can be derived through modifying 

corresponding template images (Fig. 4.3(j)). This process is termed as image 

reuse in this work. The union of unaffected layer images and affected layer im

ages will be the complete image set for the customized model. 
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4.3 Template Slicing and Information Storage 

Prior to the information reuse, the reusable information needs to be identified 

and then stored into the database based on the template model. In this work, we 

mainly focus on the layer slicing of additive manufacturing for mass customized 

products. The output of the slicing process is a set of polygonal contours which 

define the boundary of the lateral cross-section of a 3D object at a specific height. 

The area enclosed by these polygons then needs to be infilled to determine the 

tool path of the 3D printer. For MIP-SL process, rasteriaztion is implemented to 

convert the contour information obtained by slicing into an image with certain 

resolution, and this image is an approximation of the lateral cross-section of 

the 3D object at this layer. Since an image is comprised of a certain number of 

pixels, we will save each image of the template as a 2D array, and each entry 

of the array is corresponding to a single pixel. Obviously, this 2D array can 

unambiguously define the image. 

Besides the image which is saved in the form of a 2D array, the contour infor

mation of the template also needs to be saved for future use. Normally, the con

tour information at a layer is saved as a set of ordered points, i.e., Io (xo, Yo, zo), 

li(x1,Y1, z1), h(x2,y2, z2) ···,and any two consecutive points define a segment 

which is the intersection between a triangular facet and the current slicing plane. 

The order of these points represents the connectivity among the intersected tri

angular facets. For example, if segment Ioli is the intersection between triangle 

To and slicing plane Pi, and segment Iih is the intersection between triangle T1 

and Pi, To and T1 have an edge in common, and point Ii is on this shared edge. 

The sequence of the points also shows the orientation of the contour which in

tends to distinguish the interior the contour enclosed from the exterior. 
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To enable the reuse of the intersections between the unchanged triangular 

facets 'I';; and the slicing plane Pi, for each segment on the template contour, 

its incident triangle Tj is also reported along with its starting point during the 

template slicing. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.4, assuming the contour is 

oriented as Io ----+ Ii ----+ Ii···, the segment Ioli, Iih, [iI3, and I3h are the in

tersections between triangular facets To, T1, T2, and T3 and slicing plane Pi, re

spectively, we will export the incident triangle in the form of Io (xo, yo, 20; To), 

Ii (X1, Y1, 21; T1), h (X2, Y2, 22; T2) and I3 (X3, y3, 23; T3). 

Figure 4.4: Incident triangles and polylines 

In addition to the aforementioned information, topological information of 

the template also needs to be saved to facilitate the future customized model 

slicing. During the template slicing, the connectivity among all meshes in yt 

needs to be checked in order to arrange the segment according to the mesh 

topology. Different from traditional slicing paradigm, this topological informa

tion will be saved explicitly. Since in a manifold mesh model each triangular 

facet has three edge-connected neighbors, a t x 3 matrix is created to save the 

adjacency information, where tis the total number of facets from the template 
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Ti is fac 

tive, an 

For a given triangular facet, we save the adja

cency according to the vertex sequence. Assuming three vertices from a specific 

facet are Vo, V1 and Vi, the neighboring facet which is opposite to Vo is saved at 

the first entry, the facet opposite to V1 is saved at the second entry, and that is 

opposite to Vi which is saved at the third entry. Figure 4.5 shows an example. 

Vi Vi 

Figure 4.5: Neighbor numbering of a given triangular facet 

All information obtained through template slicing that needs to be saved 

is summarized in Table 4.1, and the details of how to reuse these data will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

Table 4.1: Information saved for future use 

Information What To Save? Format 
image pixel value 2D array 

contour polygon vertices ordered points 
incident triangle triangle index triangle index 

topology triangle connectivity t x 3 array 
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4.4 Contour Reuse and Topological Information Reuse 

4.4.1 Contour Reuse 

The layer reuse module identifies the cross-sectional profile (Fig. 4.3(c)) for the 

layers where no deformation occurs by directly copying information from the 

database established in Sec. 4.3. In this section, we will process the layers as

sociated with the deformation of the model. If a triangular facet in 7'f: cross a 

specific layer z = zi, at this layer the cross-sectional profile of the customized 

model will be different from that of the template. Therefore, the contour and 

the image from the template cannot be adopted directly. 

At a specific layer z = Zi which is affected by the deformation, all intersected 

triangular facets are already categorized as either changed or unchanged. As 

shown in Eqn. 4.3, the intersection of customized model J"C and current slic

ing plane Pi can be obtained from the union of intersection between unchanged 

meshes 'I';; and Pi and the intersection between changed meshes 7'f: and Pi. Be

cause unchanged meshes 'I';; is a subset of the template model T, 'I';; n Pi has 

already been calculated during the template slicing. Therefore, the task is to 

identify and retrieve the computation results that represent 'I';; n Pi. 

While slicing the customized model, we visit the points saved in the contour 

file of the template model one by one. Once an unchanged incident triangle is 

found, a new set L1 will be created, and the corresponding point will be saved in 

that set. Then we continue to check the incident triangle information for the next 

point. If it is an unchanged facet, this point will also be saved in L1. The process 

is continued until a point whose incident triangular facet is in 7'f: is found. We 

will still save this point in the same set, and it finishes this set. Then we move to 
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the next point, and follow the same route until all points on the contour of the 

template model have been checked. Consequently, we can obtain several sets in 

the form as follows: 

L1 {111,112, · · · lin1 ; T11, T1n1-d, 

Tn, T12, · · · T1n1 - 1 E ~, T1n1 E ~; 

L2{ hi, h2, · · · hn2 ; T21, T2n2-d, 
T21, T22, · · · T2n2 - 1 E ~, T2n2 E ~; 

Lm {1ml, lm2, · · · lmn m; T ml, T mn111 - l}, 

Tml, Tm2 · · · Tmn 111 - l E ~, Tmn m E ~-

Besides the end points of each segment member, for each polyline Li we also 

report its starting triangular facet and ending triangular facet, i.e., Til and Tin;- l · 

During the template slicing, all contours are orientation consistent, therefore for 

each polyline the starting triangle and ending triangle are unique. 

Since the connectivities among unchanged triangular meshes are reserved 

during modification, the order by which the points in a set follow also shows 

the connectivity among the corresponding incident triangular facets in the cus

tomized model. Hence, these polylines are the result of the intersection between 

unchanged meshes ~ and Pi. The flow chart of retrieving ~ n Pi is shown in 

Fig. 4.6. 
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Select an unvisited contour 
from the template contour file 

Read the next point on 
the template contour 

Start a new polyline 

Save this point in current 
polyline and set its incident 
triangle as the starting facet 

Set its incident triangle as the 
ending facet and read the next-----~ 
point on the template contour 

Save this point in 
current polyline 

Save current polyline 
in polyline set 

Save current polyline 
in polyline set 

Figure 4.6: Flow chart of template contour reuse 

4.4.2 Topological Information Reuse 

In Sec. 4.4.1, we retrieve the result of ~ n Pi, and save it in the form of polylines. 

However, for all triangular facets in 'I'::, we still need to calculate the intersec

tions between them and the slicing plane Pi, and then stitch them altogether 

with the polylines obtained in Sec. 4.4.1 to form closed contours. 

The intersection between a changed triangular facet Tj and a plane Pi is a 
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segment, and its two end points can be calculated by the linear interpolation 

[53]. The computed segment is saved in the form of (Is, le; Tj, Tj) , where ls is the 

starting point, le is the ending point, and Tj is its incident triangular facet. When 

we compute the intersection between Tj and Pi, it is expected that the segment 

follow the same orientation as the template contour, so Is and le will be unique. 

This can be achieved by the approach mentioned in literature [53], and it will 

help us form the contour more efficiently. 

Till now, we have obtained all components of the contour for the customized 

model. They are a set of polylines which represent the result of I';; n Pi, and a 

series of segments which represent the result of~ n Pi. Because I';; and~ have 

the property shown in Eqn. 4.2, if all components are connected properly, we 

will obtain the contour. To simplify the discussion, we will treat the segments 

and polylines indiscriminately. This is because a single segment can be seen as 

a polyline which only has one line segment element and the same starting and 

ending triangles. 

To assemble the polylines in order, we have to traverse all polylines, and 

each polyline needs to be visited only once. Therefore, we set a flag for each 

polyline to indicate whether it has been visited or not, and the initial values for 

all polylines are set as "unvisited". When ordering the polylines, we start with 

the first polyline L1 (it can be started with any arbitrary polyline), and check L1's 

ending triangular facet T1n1 - 1· Then we extend this polyline by another polyline 

Li whose starting triangular facet Til is adjacent to T1n1 - 1· This adjacency infor

mation can be retrieved from the matrix we built during the template slicing. 

After Li has been assembled with L1, Li will be set as "visited". We continu

ously extend the newly assembled polylines according to L/ s ending triangular 

facet Tin;-l by another unvisited polyline Lj- We keep this process until getting 
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back to the first polyline L1, and this finishes the first contour. If there is more 

than one contour on the cross-section, we can select another unvisited polyline, 

and follow the same route to form the second contour. Once all polylines have 

been visited, all contours on the current layer are found. 

As all the polylines are orientation consistent, and we always assemble the 

polylines in the "tail to head" fashion, the aforementioned approach will not 

cause any ambiguity in most cases. The only exception is assembling two seg

ments. This is because a segment has the same starting and ending triangles. For 

example, we have two segments Li{ Iil, Ii2; Ti, Ti} and Lj{ Ijl, Ij2; Tj, Tj }. From the 

adjacency table, we know that Ti and Tj are edge-connected neighbors, so Li and 

Lj should be connected. However, if we follow the "tail to head" fashion, there 

are two possibilities: connecting L/s tail li2 to L/s head lj1, or connecting L/s 

tail lj2 to L/s head lil. Under this circumstance, we can simply compare the val

ues of llli2lj1 II and II Ij2Iil II, where IIJi2lj1 II is the distance between Ii2 and Ijl, and 

11 lj2 Iil 11 is the distance between Ij2 and Iil. If 11li2 Ijl I I < 11 lj2 Iil 11, the assembled 

polyline should be Li ----+ Lf otherwise, it should follow Lj ----+ Li. This is because 

the theoretical distance between the ending point of the upstream segment and 

the starting point of downstream segment should be zero. 

In some cases, the adjacency information for some facets in the customized 

model may not be retrievable. For example, in the customized model there 

might be newly introduced triangular facets which have no counterparts in the 

template. Hence, the connectivity for the segments which are incident with 

these facets are not available. In such a case, the closest point method [1] can 

be adopted to explore the unknown topological information among facets, and 

the topological information acquired by closest point method will be used to 

accomplish the adjacency table. Therefore, for any unknown entry in the adja-
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cency table, we only need to explore once, and it can be retrieved directly from 

the adjacency table if we need it for the second time. 

Figure 4.7 shows the intersection between a customized model and the slic

ing plane Pi, and we will use this as an example to illustrate how the proposed 

approach works. There are two contours shown in Fig. 4.7: the external contour 

S1 ----+ S2 ----+ S6 ----+ Ss ----+ S11 ----+ S10 ----+ S3 which is orientated counter-clockwise, 

and the internal contour S4 ----+ S7 ----+ S9 ----+ Ss which is orientated clockwise. The 

area enclosed by the internal contour is hollow, and the area nested between the 

internal contour and the external contour is solid. Before the polylines have 

been assembled, we only know there are five of them, i.e., L1 to Ls. Table 4.2 

shows the information about each polyline, including segment member, start

ing and ending triangles. Assume that L1, L3, and Ls are the result of 'I';; n Pi, S6 

is from a deformed triangular facet, and Ss is the intersection between a newly 

introduced triangle Ts and Pi. We start with polyline L1, and from the adja

cency table we know that T2 and T6 are edge-connected neighbors. Therefore, 

L1 and L2 are assembled in the way L1 ----+ L2. However, as the original adja

cency information of T6 has been meddled due to the introduction of triangle 

Ts, one of its edge-connected neighbor is not known. Through the closest point 

method, S6 and Ss are found to be connected, and therefore, L4 is assembled 

at the end of L2. Following the same route, we can connect the starting point 

of Ls with the ending point of L4 by the closest point method. Then through 

the adjacency table, we find out that T3 and T1 are edge-connected, and we can 

close the first contour. At this moment, L3 has not been visited yet. We can sim

ply connect L3's starting point to its ending point, because T4 and Ts are found 

to be edged-connected neighbors in the adjacency table. During this process, 

any connectivity information acquired by the closest point method needs to be 
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Table 4.2: Polyline information 

Polyline Segment Member Starting Ending 
L1 S1, S2 T1 T2 
L2 s6 T6 T6 
L3 Ss Ts Ts 
L4 S4, S7, S9, Ss T4 Ts 
Ls S11, S10, S3 T11 T3 

updated to the adjacency table. If the corresponding triangles cross other slic

ing planes, e.g., Pi+l, Pi+2, ···,this kind of information will be ready to retrieve 

without any redundant computation. 

---Li 

---L2 

---L3 

---L4 

---Ls 

Figure 4.7: An example of topological information reuse 

4.5 Image Reuse 

In Sec. 4.4, through the assembly of ~ n Pi and ~ n Pi, the completed contours 

at each layer for the customized model are obtained. However, for the high 

efficiency MIP-SL system, we still need images as input to direct the energy 

deposition. 

In order to convert the area defined by the contour into an image, we first 
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select a sampling point for each pixel on the image, and then check if the se

lected sampling point is in the area the contour enclosed. If that is the case, the 

corresponding pixel will be set as the foreground. Otherwise, the correspond

ing pixel will be set as a background pixel. The pattern the foreground pixels 

show is an approximation of the cross-sectional area, and how the foreground 

pattern is close to the cross-sectional shape depends on the physical size of a 

single pixel. The common practice to realize this conversion is the scanline ren

dering algorithm [54]. It starts with an image whose pixels are all background, 

and scans the entire image row by row. For each scanline, all intersections be

tween the scanline and the contour are calculated first. Then the intersections 

are sorted by their x-coordinates, and paired according to the sorted order. For 

example, if the sorted intersections are Ii, h, l3, h, · · · , I2n - l, hn, they will be 

paired as (11, h), (13, h), · · · , U2n - l, I2n)- The values of pixels whose sampling 

points are between any pair of intersections (intra-pair), i.e., ( h - 1, h) for i ::; n, 

are flipped. Because those pixels are initially set as background, they will be 

foreground pixels after flipping their pixel values. All other pixels will main

tain their initial values as background. 

In the context of mass customization, due to the high similarity between the 

customized model and the template, their images at a specific layer may only 

show a difference of several pixels. However, to create an image at this layer 

for the customized model, we still have to start with an image with all back

ground pixels, and set the corresponding pixels as foreground one by one. In 

this session, we will propose a novel method, and it works on the image for the 

template to derive the image of the customized model. The proposed method 

takes advantage of high similarity existing between the template and the cus

tomized model, and aims to improve the efficiency of contour-image conversion 
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by eliminating the redundant computation. 

The contour profile is actually a boundary representation of the cross-sectional 

area, and this area can unambiguously define the image. Assume that there are 

two areas, one is the cross-section of the template at layer i, denoted as Af, and 

the other is the cross-section of the customized model at the same layer, denoted 

as Ai. Hence, the contour profiles for the template and the customized model at 

this layer are the boundaries of Af and Ai, respectively, i.e., 

(4.5) 

where a is a function of obtaining the boundary of an area. If we start with 

an image whose pixels are all initially set as background, converting a contour 

profile into an image for the customized model needs to flip the values of pixels 

whose sampling points are in the area Af. 

However, here we want to work on the image which has already been gener

ated during the template slicing. For any sampling point SP on the image, there 

are four possibilities: 

(I) SP E (Af nAf), or equivalently: 

SP E Af, and SP E Ai; 

(II) SP E (Af \ Af), or equivalently: 

SP E Af, and SP Et Ai; 

(Ill) SP E (Ai\ Af), or equivalently: 

SP Et Af, and SP E Ai; 

(IV) SP Et (Ai UAf), or equivalently: 

SP Et Af, and SP Et Ai. 
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For cases (I) and (Ill), the corresponding pixel should be set as foreground, and 

for cases (II) and (IV), the corresponding pixel needs to be set as background. On 

the image of the template, pixel of case (I) is already set as foreground, and also 

pixel of case (IV) still keeps its initial value as background. Therefore, for the 

pixels in these two cases, we just maintain their values on the template image. 

For the pixel in case (II), its value needs to be reset as background. And also for 

the pixel in case (Ill), its value needs to be reset as foreground. In other words, 

the values for pixels falling into cases (II) and (III) should be flipped. 

The areas represented by Af \ Af and Af \ Af are the exclusive-or (short for 

"XOR") of Af and Af [73], denoted as Af E9 Af, and they show the difference in 

cross-sections between the template and the customized model. In the context of 

mass customization, the customized model is derived from the template by local 

modification. Therefore, compared with the template contour, the customized 

model contour may only show a slight difference in terms of the total number 

of segment members, and most of its segment members remain the same as the 

template model contour. Based on Eqn. 4.5, we have: d(Af E9 Af) = (rt E9 re ) n 

Pi. Hence, to render the area represented by Af E9 Af, we can apply the scanline 

rendering algorithm on (rt E9 re ) n Pi. 

In Sec. 4.2.2, the difference between re and rt, where rt is subtracted from 

re, is defined as ~' i.e., re \ rt ~- Similarly, we can define the difference 

between rt and re, where re is subtracted from rt, as~' i.e., T \ re ~- Thus, 

(rt E9 re) n Pi can be computed by: 

(4.6) 

According to Eqn. 4.6, we can convert the area represented by Af E9 Af into a 
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binary image by applying scanline rendering algorithm on the segment mem

bers by which the difference between the template contour and the customized 

model contour is defined. For those segment members in common, they do not 

need to get involved. 

In order to derive the image for the customized model by modifying the cor

responding template model image, we can apply scanline rendering algorithm 

on both ~ n Pi and ~ n Pi, and flip the values of pixels whose sampling points 

are in the area enclosed by these segments. Figure 4.8 shows an example to il

lustrate this process. The template model contour at a specific layer is shown 

in Fig. 4.8(a), and Fig. 4.8(d) is the image converted from the template contour. 

After modifying the template, the contour at the same layer for the customized 

model is shown in Fig. 4.8( c), and Fig. 4.8(b) shows the difference. To derive the 

image of the customized model, we start from Fig. 4.8(d), and apply scanline 

rendering on the~ n Pi (blue polyline in Fig. 4.8(b)) and~ n Pi (red polyline in 

Fig. 4.8(b)) which define the exclusive-or area (grey area in Fig. 4.8(e)). The pix

els whose sampling points are in area 1 are set as background pixels, since they 

were initially foreground. Meanwhile, for area 2, the values of corresponding 

pixels which are initially background turn into foreground. And the final image 

is shown in Fig. 4.8(f). 

To render the exclusive-or of any areas A and B, we can apply the scanline 

rendering algorithm on the contours of both areas, i.e., dA and dB, and the rea

son is as the follows: If A n B = 0, then A E9 B = A U B. In this case, applying 

scanline rendering algorithm on dA and dB will result in the image correspond

ing to AU B. If An B -1- 0, the sampling points in this area fall between two 

pairs of intersections (inter-pair), i.e., (I2j, hj+l) for j < n, so the corresponding 

pixels will maintain their initial values. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
///,Template Model Contour '1//,: Foreground Pixel 

Reused Contour ~ Exclusive-Or 

Newly Sliced Contour 

Figure 4.8: An example of image reuse: (a) template model contour, (b) contour 
change, (c) customized model contour, (d) template model image, (e) exclusive
or area, (f) customized model image 

4.6 Efficiency Analysis and Experimental Results 

4.6.1 Efficiency Analysis 

The efficiency of the proposed slicing paradigm has been discussed from the 

time and the space complexity perspectives, respectively. 

4.6.1.1 Time Complexity 

The proposed slicing paradigm first reuses the layer information. For the unaf

fected layers, as we just reuse the results from the template slicing, it takes no 

time to process. At an affected layer, suppose that the numbers of unchanged 
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triangular facets and changed triangular facets that intersect with current slicing 

plane are Ku and Kc, respectively, then generating all polylines takes O(Ku + Kc) 

time. However, no effort is necessary to calculate the intersections between Ku 

unchanged triangles and the slicing plane. By taking advantage of the explicitly 

saved connectivity information, the time complexity of assembling all polylines 

can be considered as linear, i.e., O(cr), where er is the total number of polylines 

at this layer. This is because in the context of mass customization, we assume 

only a minor feature difference exists between the template and the customized 

model. The number of unknown connectivities among polylines is very small, 

and the time consumed on further exploration of these unknown connectivi

ties can be treated as a constant. Therefore, the overall time complexity for the 

proposed slicing paradigm is O ( T). 

Assume on average there are s intersection points between a scanline and all 

contours at a layer, sorting these intersections takes O(slogs) time. Hence, the 

time consumed on converting a contour profile into an image is O ( YJ x slog s ), 

where YJ is the total number of scanlines which is defined by the image resolu

tion. Reusing the image information will not affect the order of time complexity, 

however, the value of YJ is expected to be reduced. The reason is that the total 

number of segments in ~ n Pi and J'7: n Pi is much less than the number of seg

ments in y-c n Pi if only a minor difference exists between the template and the 

customized model. 

4.6.1.2 Space Complexity 

The space consumed by the proposed paradigm is comprised of two compo

nents: the space taken for saving the information derived from template slicing 

and the space taken for storing the customized model slicing results. For the 
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template slicing information, saving the contour and the incident triangle infor

mation takes O(K) space, where K is the average number of triangular facets 

in the template that intersect with a slicing plane. Saving the connectivity in

formation takes an extra O(t ) space, where tis the total number of triangles in 

the template, and storing a single image which is corresponding to a layer takes 

0(17 x A) space, where 17 x A is the resolution of the image. For the customized 

model, saving a contour file takes 0(Ku + Kc) space, and storing an image takes 

0(17 x A) space. 

4.6.2 Implementation and Experimental Result 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.9: Test cases: (a) aligner mold, (b) hearing aid shell, (c) vertebral col
umn. 

Three models, teeth aligner mold (Fig.4.9(a)), hearing aid shell (Fig.4.9(b)) 

and vertebral column (Fig.4.9(c)), were selected as template models to experi

mentally test the proposed slicing paradigm. These models are typical human

centered products which have large demands for mass customization. Since 

the information reuse is implemented at several different levels including layer 

reuse, contour reuse, and topological information reuse, special cases were cre

ated based on the template models in order to evaluate the effectiveness of 
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certain level of information reuse. The proposed slicing paradigm was imple

mented using the C++ programming language with the Microsoft R Visual C ++ 

compiler. The test results were compared with those generated by the tradi

tional slicing method. The test environment is: 64 bit Windows 10 Pro system 

laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4600U, CPU@ 2.10GHz 2.69 GHz and 8GB 

RAM. 

• Layer Reuse: Template models were used to demonstrate the effectiveness 

of layer reuse. They first went through the traditional slicing method (closest

point), and then were sliced by the proposed paradigm. The results were shown 

in Table 4.3. A huge time saving was observed because the model undergone 

traditional slicing method was identical to its counterparts which went through 

the proposed slicing paradigm, and the similarity between them, according to 

Eqn. 4.1, wss 100%. In this case, neither the contour nor the image needs to be 

re-calculated. 

Table 4.3: Effectiveness of layer reuse 

Test Case #T #L t1 (s) tp (s) 
teeth aligner mold 545.3k 14.5k 4028 6 
hearing aid shell 327.4k 8.8k 325 3 
vertebral column 548.8k 10.4k 3356 6 

#Tis the number of triangles, and #Lis the number of layers. t1and tp are the times for 
traditional method and proposed approach, respectively. 

• Contour & Topology Reuse: In order to experimentally investigate the ef

fectiveness of contour and topology reuse, based on the templates, three dif

ferent degrees of deformation were performed on each model. The similarities 

between the deformed models and its template, again according to Eqn. 4.1, 

were 95%, 90%, and 80%, respectively. The deformation appeared from the bot-
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tom of the part all the way up to the top, in other words, all layers were affected 

by the deformation. Therefore, the effect of layer reuse can be excluded. Be

cause the deformed models have a similar size, in terms of number of triangles 

and number of layers, with the template, the time to slice them in the tradi

tional method should be similar to slicing the template. And these data, as well 

as their sizes, can be found in Table 4.3. Table 4.4 shows time consumptions of 

slicing deformed models by the proposed paradigm. 

Table 4.4: Effectiveness of contour & topology reuse 

Test Case S = 95% (s) S = 90% (s) S = 80% (s) 
aligner mold 726 935 1459 

hearing aid shell 172 201 230 
vertebral column 636 779 987 

S is the similarity between the deformed model and the template. 

As can be seen from Table 4.4, comparing with values in the 4th column in Ta

ble 4.3, contour and topological information reuse lead to substantial improve

ments in time efficiency. Meanwhile, it is noteworthy that the higher the similar

ity S is, the less the time consumption will be. However, it should be noted that 

each of the three cases we tested here was a special case which aimed to evaluate 

the effectiveness of reusing a certain type of information. For a real-world case, 

all kinds of information reuse may need to be implemented simultaneously. 

4.7 Summary 

In this section, we embraced the idea of information reuse in the computational 

field for additive manufacturing. With the advances from the process side, the 

time consumption on manufacturing has been dramatically reduced, and now 
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the pre-fabrication computation becomes the bottleneck. By taking advantage 

of the high similarity existed among customized products, we proposed a novel 

slicing paradigm which can comprehensively reuse the information obtained 

from the template slicing to accelerate customized model slicing process. The 

idea of information reuse was implemented at several different levels, including 

layer reuse, contour reuse, topology reuse, and image reuse. This improved slic

ing paradigm does not aim at reducing the order of asymptotic time complexity, 

instead it is trying to reduce the size of the input. By reusing the information, re

dundant computations were effectively eliminated, therefore the time efficiency 

of the entire pre-fabrication has been significantly improved. Experimental re

sults verified that a prominent time saving could be achieved by adopting the 

proposed method. 



Printing of 3D Cell-laden Tissue 

with Functional Vascular Network 

with Mask Image Projection-based 

Additive Manufacturing 

5.1 Additive Manufacturing in Tissue Engineering 

5.1.1 Organ Shortage Crisis 

The organ transplantation can save lives of patients who suffer from the end

stage and irreversible organ failures. It is currently the best, if not the only, 

therapy to treat heart, liver, lung and renal irreversible diseases [74]. Advances 

of medical technology in the last three decades have dramatically improved 

the capability of transplanting human organs to those who are affected by the 

aforementioned diseases. However, due to the limited availability of the trans-
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plantable organs, the number of transplantation actually performed was not 

increased accordingly [75]. 

The transplanted organ comes from the donor, either the living donor or 

the deceased donor. According to the Organ Procurement and Transplantation 

Network (OPTN) [76], there are more than 114,000 people listed on the national 

transplant waiting list as of April 2018, and one more person is added to this list 

every 10 minutes. Unfortunately, only less than 18,000 organ transplants were 

performed in the first quarter of 2018, with the donors number as small as 8,613 

for the same period. Sadly, 20 people on the waiting list die each day due to 

the lack of the lifesaving donor organs. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5.1 the 

discrepancy between the number of patients in need and the number of donors 

has a tendency to increase. 
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Figure 5.1: The organ shortage continues [77] 
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5.1.2 Tissue Engineering and 3D Bioprinting 

Tissue engineering is defined as "fabricating new and functional living tissue by 

using living cells, which are usually associated in one way or another with a ma

trix or scaffolding to guide the tissue development" [78]. From this definition, 

three elements get involved in tissue engineering. 

1. living cells 

2. scaffolds 

3. biologically active materials 

In other words, tissue engineering method refers to combining the aforemen

tioned three elements into functional tissues. And this process is illustrated in 

Fig. 5.2. The goal of tissue engineering is to assemble functional constructs that 

restore, maintain, or improve the damaged tissues or the whole organs [79- 82]. 

Biodegradable 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of tissue engineering [83] 

Together with advances in stem cells and biopolymer scaffold, tissue engi

neering is now able to create functional tissue for certain organ type, and it 
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raises up the hope of using engineered tissues for transplantation. Therefore, 

tissue engineering holds the potential to solve the donor organ shortage crisis. 

3D bioprinting, which adopts additive layer-by-layer fabrication manner, is 

a newly emerging approach of tissue engineering. It uses material transfer pro

cesses for patterning and assembling biologically relevant materials - molecules, 

cells, tissues, and biodegradable biomaterials - with a prescribed organisation 

to accomplish one or more biological functions [84]. In other words, it is the 

process of using 3D printing technologies to create cell patterns in a confined 

space. Cell function and viability can be preserved within the printed construct. 

The ultimate goal of 3D bioprinting is to manufacture 3D vascularized living 

organs that are functional and suitable for the clinical implantation.[82]. 

Compared with other tissue engineering methods, 3D bioprinting holds a 

significant advantage of better control over the fabricated micro-architect. This 

feature enables the accurate 3D deposition of materials and living cells, and 

therefore, it has the capability to create 3D complex organs. 

Inkjet, microextrusion, and laser-assistant printing techniques are three ma

jor types of 3D bioprinting [85, 86]. Inkjet printer, also known as the drop-on

demand printer, uses thermal [87] or acoustic [88- 90] forces to deliver certain 

amount of liquid to the designated positions. The liquid in the cartridge is bi

ological materials, and the substrate is an electrically controlled elevator plat

form. Microextrusion printers yield continuous biomaterial strands (instead 

of liquid droplets) by robotically controlled extrusion devices [85]. The ex

trusion mechanism is realized by either pneumatic [91- 94] or mechanical [95-

97] dispensing systems. The fundamental principle of the laser-assisted print

ers [98- 101] is the laser-induced forward transfer, which was initially invented 

to transfer metals [102, 103]. Focused laser pulses are utilized to generate a 
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high-pressure bubble which pushes biomaterials to the building platform. The 

schematic digram of these three major types of bioprinting is shown in Fig. 5.3. 

a [ Inkjet bioprinter j b Microextrusion bioprinter C Laser-assisted bioprinter 
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of three major types of bioprinting [83]: (a) inkjet, 
(b) microextrusion, ( c) laser-assisted 

Although 3D bioprinting is still in its infancy, researchers have achieved pre

liminary success in fabricating certain types of engineered tissues. Cui et al. 

developed cartilage substitutes for the repair purpose by an inkjet printer [87]. 

Marga et al. fabricated a vascular graft construct using a microextrusion tech

nique [104]. Duan et al. manufactured an aortic valve also by a microextrusion 

printer [105]. Zopf et al. used microextrusion printer printed a bioresorbable 

tracheal splint [106]. 

5.2 Challenges and Proposed Method 

5.2.1 Challenges in Solid Tissue Printing 

Over the last decade, tremendous effort has been made in the bioprinting field, 

however, most of the existing techniques are only capable of culturing cells for 

a short period of time in a microscale construct. From the process perspective, 

existing techniques are suffering from several drawbacks, such as low printing 

speed, poor spatial resolution, and poor cell viability from printed tissues [85, 
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107]. The examples mentioned in Sec. 5.1.2 are either flat (2D) or hollow tissue 

type, and most of the printed constructs do not have the functional vascular 

network. Solid, human-scale engineered tissues with perfusable vasculature 

are still not available. With this being said, the major fundamental challenges in 

3Dbioprinting include: 

1. Most of the existing bioprinting techniques are unable to effectively create 

a functional vascular network in the thick life-size engineered construct. 

Vascularization has often been identified as a major technical barrier for 

printing 3D organs [108]. The functional vascular network can provide 

oxygen, nutrients and metabolic waste transportation to living cells, so it 

is critically for the cell viability and functionality [109- 113]. 

2. The structure of human organ is very intricate, and its feature size ranges 

over several length scales, from micrometer size capillary to centimeter 

size bulk geometry. Most existing bioprinting techniques are not capable 

of creating an engineered tissue with multi-scale features from the same 

biomaterial [78, 114, 115]. The majority of research works so far have been 

focusing on the micro level. It is challenging, if not impossible, to create 

engineered tissues with clinically relevant sizes. 

3. For living cells, the printing environment is different from the culturing 

environment. Most existing 3D bioprinting technologies suffer from low 

productivity, and this will increase the risk of exposing the cells to poten

tially harmful chemical, physical and/or biological agents. Therefore, the 

cell viability and functionality will be severely compromised if the engi

neered tissue exposure in the printing environment is too long [85, 116, 
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117]. In addition, if the printing process lasts too long, the cell may not 

distribute as expected because of the sedimentation. 

Any single item in these three major challenges is itself hard enough to deal 

with, not to mention the toughness of addressing them all simultaneously. 

5.2.2 Current State of Creating 3D Channel in Engineered Tis-

sue 

The technical challenge of the creating functional vascular network is rooted in 

the tissue architecture and mass transport. The engineered vasculature needs 

to not only get nutrients and oxygen in and metabolic waste out of tissues, but 

also be able to conduct the mass transport at the rates which are similar to the 

actual ones running in the human body. 

To permit the diffusion of soluble factors, the first step is to create microflu

idic channels and cavities in the 3D engineered scaffold. Because of its flexibility, 

the soft lithography is the classic method to achieve this goal [118]. As shown in 

Fig. 5.4, two strategies are commonly used: additive fabrication (Fig. 5.4(a)-(d)) 

and subtractive fabrication (Fig. 5.4(e)-(h)). 
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Figure 5.4: 3D microchannel fabrication with soft lithography: (a)-(d) additive 
fabrication, (e)-(h) subtractive fabrication [118- 121] 
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In additive fabrication, the patterned hydrogel with open channels (grooves) 

is created via replica modeling from the PDMS molds. Then another hydrogel 

substrate is assembled with the pattered one through thermal, mechanical or 

chemical methods to form a monolithic structure [122- 124]. In subtractive fab

rication, a sacrificial material is sandwiched between the PDMS mold and the 

bulk collagen gel. Then another collagen substrate is assembled on the top of the 

sacrificial material and the collagen base after the removal of the PDMS mold. 

The microchannels are created by digesting the sacrificial material [125]. 

The size and geometry of the microfluidic channels created by this com

monly used approach highly depend on the mold. Soft lithography is not capa

ble of producing channels with complex, high-density, hierarchical 3D architec

tures throughout a thick biomaterial slab [121]. 

Figure 5.5 shows two representative studies for the fabrication of perfusable 

vascular networks in 3D engineered tissues. The top one was proposed by the 

Miller group [126]. They used a modified 3D printer to create a rigid carbohy

drate filament lattice. This lattice was then encapsulated within a monolithic 

cellularized construct. After dissolving the carbohydrate filament with culture 

media, the remaining channels were left for seeding endothelial cells (ECs). The 

bottom was developed by the Lewis group [127, 128]. It adopted the direct ink 

writing (DIW) to create 3D microchannels inside hydrogel constructs. An F-127 

pluronic-based fugitive ink which was used as sacrificial material was directly 

deposited within the hydrogel solution. The purpose of using fugitive ink is to 

reserve the space for the microchannel network, and it was then liquefied and 

removed after the solidification of the surrounding bulk hydrogel. 
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Figure 5.5: Recent studies on fabricating complex, hierarchical channel net
works: creation of 3D perfusable vascular network by (a)-(b) rapid casting, (c)
(d) direct ink writing 

5.2.3 Continuous Mask Image Projection-based Bioprinting 

As introduced in Chap. 1, MIP-SL is an additive manufacturing technique 

which deposits energy through a digital mask on the photosensitive pre-polymer 

to selectively solidify an entire layer of the part. By repeating this process along 

a certain direction of the part, a 3D object can be created accumulatively in a 

layer-by-layer fashion. Comparing to other AM techniques, MIP-SL holds the 

following advantages: 

1. High productivity: MIP-SL is a 2D channel system, and it cures the entire 

layer at one shoot. It is much faster than traditional lD channel system 

which needs to deposit the material (or energy used to solidify the mate

rial) point-by-point, such as laser-based SLA, fused deposition modeling, 

and inkjet printing. Furthermore, the invention of continuous liquid in

terface production [25] technique has dramatically improved the printing 

speed of MIP-SL through continuously growing a part from the resin vat. 

2. Multiple applicable scales: MIP-SL features multi-scale fabrication capa-
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bility, including macroscale, mesoscale, and microscale. This characteristic 

allows the complex and hierarchical 3D architectures to be built in one sin

gle process [28, 129, 130]. 

3. Flexible material selection: MIP-SL uses liquid pre-polymer as its raw ma

terial, and it offers us the opportunity to integrate different soluble in

gredients with disparate (mechanical, chemical, or biological) property to 

tailor the functionality of the final object. 

With these advantages being said, in this work a continuous mask image 

projection-based bioprinting technique is proposed. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the 

proposed bioprinting technique is a bottom-up configuration. It uses visible 

light as the energy source, and generates dynamic digital mask through a digi

tal micromirror device (DMD). A series of digital masks representing multiscale 

part geometry are dynamically projected on the bottom of the resin reservoir, 

and selectively solidify the photosensitive biomaterial based on the pattern de

fined by the masks. During the printing process, the building platform continu

ously moves up, and the digital masks are also quickly switched accordingly. By 

doing this, an engineered tissue is growing from the resin vat by accumulating 

biomaterials layer by layer until the entire construct is obtained. 

MIP-SL has been documented to fabricate engineered hydrogel tissues such 

as muscle-power biobots [131] and liver lobules [132]. However, owing to the 

slow printing speed of traditional discontinuous working mode, its application 

has been limited to small-sized models only. To unlock the potential of MIP

SL in 3D bioprinting, besides the general challenges discussed in Sec. 5.2.1, the 

following specific obstacles also need to be overcome: 

1. Material: The material used in SLA is a mixture of different ingredients, 
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Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram of the proposed continuous bioprinting setup 

typically including pre-polymer (monomer and oligomer), photoinitiator, 

light abosorber, and other additives with desired properties. The selec

tion of these ingredients for biopriting is much stricter than the general 

purpose SLA. Besides the solubility, printability, structural properties, and 

the mechanical properties, biocompatibility, biodegradability, cytotoxicity, 

and biomimicry all need to be taken into consideration [85]. 

2. Printing efficiency: The invention of the continuous liquid interface print

ing (CLIP) dramatically improved the fabrication speed for MIP-SL. How

ever, due to the low fluidity of the resin and the corresponding large suc

tion, current CLIP technology can only print thin walled, hollow structure 

with small cross-section. Therefore, the fabrication of a large-sized object, 

such as a human-scale solid organ, is still not achievable through CLIP. 

3. Light source and energy dose: Most MIP-SL setups adopt the ultraviolet 
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(UV) light to activate the solidification of the photosensitive pre-polymer. 

However, the use of the UV light may lead to the risk of breaking the 

DNA in the encapsulated cells [133]. Also, in continuous printing, the 

energy absorption mode is completely different from that of traditional 

layer-by-layer fabrication. Since the energy absorption is directly related 

to the printability and mechanical property, an appropriate energy dose 

has to be selected. 

5.3 Material Selection 

5.3.1 Pre-polymer Selection 

Biomaterials are materials used in the therapeutic or diagnostic systems that are 

in contact with tissue or biological fluids [134]. For this purpose, a wide vari

ety of biomaterials have been developed, including polymers (natural and syn

thetic), ceramics, metals, (alloys), glasses, carbons and composites comprised of 

various combinations of the above types [82, 135, 136]. Among them, hydrogels 

are the most commonly used biomaterials for biofabrication of complex 3D bio

logical constructs due to its wide range of properties and high biocompatibility. 

A hydrogel is a macromolecular polymer gel comprised of a crosslinked 

polymer network [137]. It can imbibe a large amount of water or biological 

fluids, and this property enables the absorption rate and the diffusion of solutes 

and other small molecules. This is a favorable feature for cell culture, because it 

offers a path for delivering the necessary oxygen and nutrients to the living cells 

it encapsulates. In addition, hyrdrogels can be formed and fabricated under 

mild, biocompatible conditions, and thus the undesirable biological response to 
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the manufacturing process is circumvented. 

Hydrogels can be categorized into natural or synthetic hydrogel. Natural 

hydrogel, such as collagen, alginate, gelatin, hyaluronic acid (HA) and fibrin, 

has high biocompatability and degradability. However, its mechanical property 

is usually very poor which leads to the low printability. In contrast, synthetic 

hydrogel, such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA), and 

poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), is favorable for bioprinting, and its property can be 

chemically tailored for different purposes. 

In this study, we selected several hydrogel materials to investigate their com

patibility with continuous MIP-SL process, including poly(ethylene glycol) di

acrylate (PEGDA), gelatin methacrylate (GelMA), and the blends of the above 

two hydrogels at various concentrations. 

5.3.2 Photoinitiator Selection 

The photoinitiated polymerization process has been briefly introduced in Sec. 

1.2. In the context of biofabrication, it offers the following advantages: 

1. High reaction rate: Different from step polymerization, the crosslinked 

polymer network is formed immediately in a radical polymerization. Once 

a radical is produced, it adds many monomer or oligomer into a chain, and 

grows to a large size rapidly [7]. Therefore, it reduces the risk of exposing 

the cells in the potentially harmful environment. 

2. Non-contact reaction: Photopolymerization is activated by a light beam, 

and there is no physical contact between the material and machining tools. 

Thus, it avoids the contamination and unexpected disturbance to the liv

ing cells. 
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3. Moderate condition: No harsh reaction condition, such as high tempera

ture and extreme pH value, is required for the photopolymerization pro

cess, which is also favorable for cell culture. 

A photoinitiator is a compund which generates free radicals or protonic 

acids through a light (e.g., UV) source of energy [138]. It is expected to ab

sorb strongly in a given wavelength range of the light source, and yield a large 

number of free radicals. Depending on the different mechanisms of free rad

ical generation, photoinitiators can be categorized into two types: Type I and 

Type II. Type I photoinitiator is a unimolecular free radical generator. Upon the 

absorption of the light energy, a specific bound within the initiator molecular 

undergoes the scission process to generate free radicals. Type II photoinitiator 

produces free radicals in a different way, and it needs to interact with another 

co-initiator. Upon the absorption of the light energy, the co-initiator can donate 

a hydrogen atom to photoinitiator to generate free radicals. Most commercially 

available photoinitiators show very limited water solubility, and need organic 

solvents to dissolve which will induce cellular toxicity [139]. Therefore, the ideal 

photoinitiator in this study is expected to be: 1) water soluble, and 2) visible 

light activable, while maintaining high efficiency of free radical generation. 

2-hydroxy-1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy) phenyl]-2-methyl-1-propanone (12959) is 

an FDA approved type I photoinitiator which can be used in food packaging, 

and it is cytocompatible with biomedical applications. It possesses about 0.5 

wt% water solubility [138]. However, its absorption is very low at the wave

length range of the visible light. 

Lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) is another type I 

water soluble (up to 8.5 wt%) photoinitiator, and its synthesis has been demon-
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strated by Majima et al [140]. LAP can rapidly generate free radicals when ex

posed to the 365 nm light, and has been successfully applied in the photopoly

merization of hydrogel for cell encapsulation [139, 141]. It was also reported 

that LAP has great cytocompatibility at low concentration [139, 141]. 

Therefore, LAP was selected as the photoinitiator in this study. 

5.3.3 Photoabsorber Selection 

Beginning with Eqn 1.4: Cd = D p ln( HE:,te ) , D p is the penetration depth, and it 

shows the sensitivity of a given material to the light energy change. Assuming 

there are two photosensitive materials M1 and M2, their penetration depths are 

D p1, and Dp2, respectively, and Dp1 > Dp2- With the same amount of energy 

change f"..E which is represent by the change of H x te, the increments in cured 

depths for M1 and M2 are different, i.e., f"..Cdl > f"..Cd2 . The value of penetration 

depth D p directly determines the vertical resolution a given photopolymeriza

tion process can achieve. In this work, the vertical resolution is pivotal in creat

ing a perfusable vascular network. In order to achieve a high vertical resolution, 

D p is expected to be a small value. 

In this study, the effectiveness of five different photoabsorbers were inves

tigated. The base solution contains 20% PEGDA 4000, 0.6% LAP photoinitia

tor, and 0.01 % TEMPO. Five different photoabsorbers including 0.1% Orange 

G (Sigma), 0.1%, Quinoline Yellow (Sigma), 0.1 % Tinuvin Carboprotect (BASF), 

0.1% 4-hydroxy benzophenone (Sigma) and 0.1 % benzotriazole (Sigma) were 

mixed with the base solution separately. Exposure energy was calculated as the 

production of energy density and the exposure time and was varied between 8 

to 28 mJ/cm2. A rectangular image (4.7 x 9.4 mm) was projected under same 
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Table 5.1: Cured depth measurement for different photoabsorbers 

CdH te E 
PAl PA2 PA3 PA4 PAS 

4.4817 9.8076 35 69 104 156 329 
5.7546 12.5933 104 70 345 485 415 

2.1884 7.3891 16.1701 363 103 450 658 467 
9.4877 20.7628 657 190 519 761 536 

12.1825 26.6599 744 208 570 796 571 

H is the irradiance, mW/cm2; te is the time of exposure, s; E is the exposure, 
2mJ Icm ; Cd is the cured depth, µm; PAl is Orange G; PA2 is Quinoline Yellow; 

PA3 is Tinuvin Carbonprotect; PA4 is 4-hydroxy benzophenone; PAS is 
benzotriazole. 

irradiance but for various exposure times, and the thickness of the cured layer 

was measured using a Verasonics ultrasound system coupled with an L22-8 lin

ear transducer array at the frequency of 15 MHz. The experimental results are 

shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.7. 

In Fig. 5.7, the slope of each line represents the penetration depth Dp for each 

photoabsorber. For these five different types of photoinitiators, the values of the 

slop are: 788.4, 159.2, 442.4, 622.4, and 242.0, respectively. Quinoline Yellow has 

the smallest slope which means it is the most effective photoinitiator. 

We also investigated the effectiveness for different concentrations of Quino

line Yellow. Four different concentrations, no Quinoline Yellow, 0.1 %, 0.15%, 

and 0.2% were mixed with the same based solution separately, and the experi

mental results are shown in Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.8. 

Figure 5.8 shows that increasing the photoabsorber concentration reduces 

the penetration depth Dp, and thus improves the vertical resolution of the printed 

part. The slope values for four different concentrations are: 236.0, 200.4, 70.8, 

and 70.0, respectively. 
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Figure 5.7: Measured cured depth with different types of photoabsorbers 

Table 5.2: Cured depth measurement for different concentrations of Quinoline 
Yellow 

H is the irradiance, mW/cm2; te is the time of exposure, s; E is the exposure, 
mJ / cm2; Cd is the cured depth, µm; 0.0%, 0.1%, 0.15%, and 0.2% are the 
concentrations of Quinoline Yellow. 
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Figure 5.8: Measured cured depth with different concentrations of Quinoline 
Yellow 

In this study, Quinoline Yellow was selected as the photoabsorber to achieve 

a desirable vertical resolution. 

5.4 Separation Force and Material Replenishment Rate 

Study 

To realized the biofabrication of solid engineered tissue in a continuous mode, 

the following two more challenges need to be addressed. 

1. substantial bonding mechanism generated between newly solidified poly-
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mer and the bottom of the resin reservoir; and 

2. insufficient material replenishment during the continuous fabrication pro

cess. 

We believe these obstacles can be overcome by intelligently selecting appro

priate materials and process parameters. 

5.4.1 Suction Force Study 

3In Sec. 2.4, we derived a fluid mechanics based model (Eqn. 2.24: F = - n;}3( ~) 
4

)2 

to reveal the relationship between the suction force and the material properties 

and process parameters. Obviously, this suction force is related with the follow

ing process parameters or material properties: 

1. 11: material viscosity; 

2. v: platform moving up speed; 

3. R: radius, represents the cross-section geometry; 

4. D: clearance between the solidified polymer and the bottom of the resin 

reservoir. 

Compared with the industrial resin, the large water soluble hydrogel solu

tion has a very low viscosity. For example, the viscosity of PEGDA 4000 pre

polymer solution is around 10 cP, whereas the 100-400 cP for water insoluble 

resin [142]. Therefore, the low viscosity hydrogel solution can lead to a very 

small magnitude of the suction force. 

Meanwhile, during the continuous printing process, a visible clearance (as 

shown in Fig. reffig:clearance) which represents the uncured liquid layer was 
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observed. This uncured liquid layer thickness was measured in the video, and 

was found to be around 600-800 µm, which is about 10 times larger than that 

of "dead zone" in the CLIP method [25]. Compared with the water-insoluble 

resin, more oxygen can be dissolved into the water based pre-polymer solution, 

and it can increase the thickness of the dead zone. According to Eqn. 2.24, the 

enlarged clearance D also helps to reduce the suction force. 

Figure 5.9: A visible clearance sandwiched between the cured part and the bot
tom of the resin vat 

R represents the part geometry, and is defined by the object to be built. If 

we assume the water content in the cured part is the same as the pre-polymer 

solution, the actual cross-section area of the cured object is much smaller than 

the designed geometry. This is because a large portion of the designed cross

section area is taken by the trapped water. In contrast, the water-insoluble pre

polymer does not have this property. Thus, high water content also helps to 

lower the suction force. 

The selection of the printing speed v is not only related to the suction force, 

but also the polymerization process. If the printing speed is too high, the pre-
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polymer might not be able to absorb enough energy which prevents it from 

achieving a desirable polymerization rate. This will be elaborated more in Sec. 

5.5. 

In Chap. 2, experiment was carried out to measure the force for the water

insoluble industrial resin, and the peak forces were found to be in the range of 7 

N to 28 N under different printing speeds. A similar experiment was conducted 

to quantify the suction force in the continuous hydrogel printing, and the peak 

force is only 2.4 mN. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10. Several thousand times 

of difference suggests that the bonding mechanism which may hinder continu

ous printing can be circumvented by selecting water soluble biomaterials with 

appropriate properties. 
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Figure 5.10: Suction force comparison for industrial resin and PEGDA solution 
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5.4.2 Material Replenishment Study 

To investigate the material flow property, the movement of the fluorescent mic

crobeads was tracked during the continuous printing process. The green flu

orescent microbeads (d 25 µm, Fluoresbrite, Polysciences) were mixed with 

the PEGDA 4000 pre-polymer solution containing 0.6% photoinitiator LAP and 

0.03% photoabsorber Orange G. Both 20% and 80% PEGDA solution were tested 

under two different printing speeds, i.e., 50 and 125 µml s. The printing process 

of a 4 mm wide part was recorded by a side-mounted microscope at 5 frames 

per second. Image Jwas used to trace the trajectories of the microbeads, and the 

flow rate was determined as the travel distance divided by the travel time. The 

schematic diagram of the material flow during the printing process is shown in 

Fig. 5.ll (a), and the trajectories of the fluorescent microbeads are shown in Fig. 

5.ll (b). 
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Figure 5.11: Material flow rate study: (a) schematic diagram of material replen
ishment during continuous printing, (b) tracked trajectories of fluorescent mi
crobeads 

Figure 5.12 shows the bead flow velocity for different concentrations and 

different printing speeds. It can be concluded that low concentration and high 
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printing speed together facilitate the material replenishment. This rapid re

plenishment of pre-polymer solution below the solidified part helps continuous 

printing. 
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Figure 5.12: The flow velocity profile of 20% and 80% PEGDA pre-polymer so
lution in uncured liquid layer under 50 and 125 µml sprinting speed 

5.5 Speed Working Curve 

In the continuous printing, the light absorption mode is different from that of 

the layer-based printing process. In this section, we will figure out how to select 

an appropriate energy dose for the continuous printing process. 

Equation 5.1 is the generate form of the irradiance, and it shows how the 

irradiance at any point z in the resin, denoted as H(z), is related to the irradiance 

at the surface, denoted as H(O), assuming that the light absorption of the resin 

follows the Beer-Lamber Law. 

H(z) = H(O)e -IJp 
z 

(5.1) 
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Figure 5.13: Energy absorption at an arbitrary point for (a) continuous printing, 
(b) layer by layer printing 

In the continuous printing process, as shown in Fig. 5.13(a), the material 

at any arbitrary point in the resin vat with the initial position z0 continuously 

absorbs the light energy from the beginning (t = 0) all the way to the infin

ity (t = oo) with a constant printing speed v, assuming that it can go infinity. 

During this process, the irradiance decays exponentially with the z according to 

Eqn.5.1. Integrating this generate form of irradiance with repsect to time t, we 

get: 

where Ec(z0) is the exposure, and it shows the total light absorption of the ma

terial with the initial position zo. 

In a layer-based printing process, as shown in Fig. 5.13(b), the material at 

any arbitrary point in the resin vat with the initial position z0 in the resin vat 

discontiuously absorbs the light energy from the beginning (t = 0) all the way 
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to the infinity (t = oo). It was illuminated at position zo for time te, where te is 

the exposure time, and then moved zo + Ltd, zo + 2Ltd, zo + 3Ltd, where Ltd is 

the layer thickness, until the entire process finished. During this process, their

radiance also changes with the z. The overall light absorption can be calculated 

as the following: 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

= HL(O)e-ifp (+---Em_a_x_) te max - E cr 

If the total amount of energy absorption in the continuous printing is expected 

to be the same as the layer-based printing, we can set Ec(z) = EL(z). According 

to Eqn. 5.2 and 5.4, we can obtain: 
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Because Emax = HL(O)te, then we can derive: 

Hc(O) 
V 

or 

t2He(O) V 
e X - (5.5)

HL(O) te - tcr Dp 

For the continuous printing, the nominal cured depth can be calculated as: 

(5.6)Cd~ Dpln [t)l ( 
where Ecr is the critical (minimal) energy at which the transition of the resin 

from the liquid to the solid can occur, and it is a material property. Therefore, 

the above equation can be further simplified as: 

Cd~ canst.+ Dp In [H,;o)] ( (5.7) 

Here, He (0) and v are process parameters. Ee (z) has to be greater than Ecr in or-

der to get the liquid resin solidified. Therefore, for a given irradiance, the speed 

cannot exceed a threshold value Ver, otherwise the resin will not be cured. Simi

larly, for a given printing speed, the irradiance cannot be lower than a threshold 

value Hcr(O ) either. 

In the layer-based stereolithography, the cured depth can be measured either 

from the top surface of the liquid resin (for the bath configuration) or from the 

bottom of the resin vat (for bat configuration). Different from that, the cured 

depth for the continuous process is nominal, and it is not physically measur

able. However, it does have significant impact on the mechanical property of 
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the printed object. 

5.6 Experimental Results 

5.6.1 Continuous 3D Bioprinting System 

To continuously create a 3D structure, a 3D model which is obtained from an 

engineering design or a clinic image reconstruction is first sliced by a series of 

horizontal planes. In the conventional layer-based AM process, the layer thick

ness Ltd is predefined, and will determine the motion of the building platform 

during the printing process. In contrast, in continuous printing, the selection of 

layer thickness Ltd needs to satisfy the following equation: 

(5.8) 

where v is the printing speed, and te is the exposure time. As in continuous 

printing, the building platform keeps moving up with a constant speed v, this 

Ltd is only used in slicing. It represents how frequent the image switches in 

terms of the platform moving distance. In this study, a DMD was used as the 

generator of the dynamic digital masks, and a blue LED with a wavelength of 

405 nm was adopted as the light source. The DMD has a resolution of 1024 x 

768, and the corresponding projection frame is 40 x 30 mm. The precise linear 

stage which was used to control the motion of building platform has a 1 µm 

vertical resolution. 

As a demonstration, a human hand model (L x W x H: 2.6 x 1.7 x 5.6 

cm) and a liver model with a size of (L x W x H: 3.5 x 2.5 x 1.5 cm) were 

printed with the PEGDA hydrogel solution. The hydrogel solution contains 10% 
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PEGDA 400, 0.6% LAP photoinitiator, and 0.05% Quinoline Yellow. The printing 

speed was 50 µml s, exposure time te was 2 s, and the slicing layer thickness Ltd 

was 100 µm. In the continuous printing, once the printing speed is determined, 

the time consumption is only related to the height of the model, and therefore, 

the printing process took 19 minutes for the hand model, and 5 minutes for the 

liver model. If we use the traditional layer-based printing method, it would 

take 6.5 hours to print the same hand model, and 1.7 hours to print the same 

live model. Figure 5.14 and Fig. 5.15 show the model shape, the printed part 

and the video snapshots for the hand and the liver model, respectively. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) ( f) 

Figure 5.14: Demonstration of the continuous printing of a hand model: (a) 
CAD model, (b) snapshot fort= 0 min, (c) snapshot fort= 6 min, (d) snapshot 
fort= 12 min, (e) snapshot fort= 18 min, (f) printed model 
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(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5.15: Demonstration of the continuous printing of a liver model: (a) CAD 
model, (b) snapshot fort= 0 min, (c) snapshot fort= 2 min, (d) snapshot fort= 
3 min, (e) snapshot fort= 4 min, (f) printed model 

5.6.2 Multiscale Printing Capability 

To demonstrate the multiscale printing capability of the proposed process, sev

eral centimeter-sized, monolithic models with micrometer-sized feature were 

printed with the hydrogel solution. Figure 5.16(a) shows a 3 x 2.5 cm thin 

hydrogel slab containing a large printed vascular tee structure with several 

branches of different widths. The widths of the largest and the smallest branches 

are 1758 µm and 156 µm, respectively. Figure 5.16(b) shows a variety of 3D 

models printed on a 3 x 2.5 cm thin hydrogel substrate, including a series of 

different-sezed hand models, a truss and an array of miniature primitives. The 

smallest hand is 4.48 mm high with the little finger diameter of 150 µm, and 

the largest hand has a height of 18 mm. The truss has 1 cm edge length, and 

contains 5 struts which are equally distributed on each side. The primitives 

(cylinder, cone, pyramid, cube, dome, and hollow cylinder) are 2 mm high. The 
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sharp edges shown in Fig. 5.16(c) demonstrate high spatial resolution of the 

proposed printing process. Figure 5.16(d) shows a printed rectangular hydrogel 

block with double helical channels inside. We injected two dyes with different 

colors (red and green) into the two channels separately, and it was shown that 

both channels are open and perfusable. 

Figure 5.16: Demonstration of the multiscale printing capability: (a) a vascular 
tree structure with various branch sizes, (b) a batch of different models: a series 
of human hand with different sizes, a truss, and a set of primitives, (c) zoom
in view of the primitives, (d) a rectangular hydrogel block with double helical 
channels 

5.6.3 Printing and Characterization of A Large Channelized Liver 

Model 

An acellular, lifelike liver model with perfusable channels were printed using 

the PEGDA solution. The size of the liver model is 3.5 x 2.5 x 1.5 cm. Fig

ure 5.17(a) shows the finger compression test conducted on the printed liver 

model. Pressing down on the model caused an indentation, and it recovered 

upon the pressure release, similar to the response of soft tissues. After the pres

sure release, no crack was observed which indicates the structure integrity of the 

printed model. A channel network was designed in the liver model to mimic 

the vascular network for mass transport purpose. The bulk geometry of the 
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liver model and the channel network were created in a single printing process. 

The inter-connectivity of the channel network was examined by injecting green 

fluorescent microbeads (Fig. 5.17(b)) and Rhodamine dye (Fig. 5.17(c)) into the 

channel network. The results demonstrated the channel network was open as 

expected. 

Figure 5.17: Large-scale hydrogel liver model containing perfusable channel 
network: (a) finger compression test, (b) channel visualization by green fluo
rescent microbead perfusion, (D) channel visualization by Rhodamine dye dif
fusion 

To investigate the diffusion of small molecule solutes through the channels, 

Rhodamine B solution (lmg/mL) was injected through the inlet of the chan

nel. Images were taken under the fluorescence every 5 minutes of a period of 

30 minutes to study the dye diffusion. As shown in Fig. 5.18(a)-(c), obvious 

diffusion of Rhodamine into the bulk hydrogel body was observed 5 minutes 

after the injection. Figure 5.18(d) shows the change of the fluorescence intensity 

in the vicinity of a vascular channel over a 30 minute period. 

To evaluate the viability of encapsulated cells, 8 x 106 cells/mL of HepG2 

cells were mixed with 15% PEGDA 4000 pre-polymer solution which contained 

0.6% LAP photoinitiator and 0.2% Quinoline Yellow. Both solid (no channel 

network) and channelized hydrogel liver models were fabricated by the pro

posed process. As shown in Fig. 5.19, the inlet and outlet of the channelized 
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Figure 5.18: Diffusion study: (a) beginning of the Rhodamine B diffusion, (b) 15 
minutes after dye injection, (c) 30 minutes after dye injection, (d) the change of 
fluorescent intensity in the vicinity of a vascular channel 

liver model were connected to the recirculating flow system. Both models were 

cultured for 3 days, and then sliced at a mid-height to evaluate the cell viability. 

Live/Dead assay revealed that the perfused channelized model had a compar

atively high cell viability of 80% in both the core and border regions. The cell 

viability at the edge regions of the solid model is about 70%, whereas it is only 

50% in the core region. The corresponding fluorescent images for live/Dead 

assay are shown in Fig. 5.20, and the measured cell viability for the solid and 

channelized liver models is summarized in Fig. 5.21. The relatively higher via

bility at the border of solid model is probably owing to the direct contact with 

the culture media. These results indicate that efficient media perfusion through 

the embedded channel network benefits the long-term cell viability in thick en

gineered tissues. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.19: Direct media perfusion in channelized cell-laden liver model: (a) 
perfusion system setup, (b) liver model labeled with phenol red dye under flu
orescence illumination 
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Figure 5.20: Fluorescent images of live (upper row) and dead (bottom row) cells 
for solid and channelized live model 
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Figure 5.21: Measured cell viability for solid and channelized liver models, n = 
10 
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5.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we applied AM in the field of biomedical engineering. Most 

of the existing bioprinting techniques are only capable of creating a microscale 

engineered construct in which the living cells can only be cultured for a short 

period of time. The fundamental challenges are: (1) existing bioprinting tech

niques are unable to effectively create a functional vascular network in a life-size 

engineered construct; (2) existing bioprinting techniques are not capable of cre

ating an engineered tissue with multi-scale features (from 100 µm capillary net

work to 100 mm bulk geometry); and (3) existing bioprinting techniques suffer 

from low productivity. To address these challenges, we focused on developing a 

continuous 3D bioprinting technique to rapidly fabricate life-size vascularized 

cell-laden tissue and organ constructs. More specifically: (1) The polymeriza

tion behaviors of different materials and compositions were investigated, and 

the effect of the photoabsorber was also studied which allowed us to accurately 

control the penetration depth of the hydrogel solution to enable the creation 

of build-in vascular network; (2) The separation mechanism and material re

plenishment behavior which played vital roles in the continuous 3D printing 

of engineered tissue and organs were explored; and (3) Speed working curve 

was derived which can be used to guide the selection of process parameters, 

such as printing speed v and irradiance H. By intellectually assigning desir

able material properties and selecting appropriate process parameters, it was 

demonstrated that a 3.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 1.5 cm channelized liver model with 

encapsulated HepG2 cells could be fabricated within 5 minutes. During a 3-day 

period culture, it was shown that more than 80% of the cells were viable in the 

channelized liver model, and it presented an edge over solid non-channelized 
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engineered tissue in terms of cell viability. 



Conclusion and Recommendation for 

Future Research 

The primary goal of this research was to improve the time efficiency of MIP

SL process. Slow printing speed is one of the major drawbacks of AM process 

which is agreed as an obstacle to a wider application of AM. The research scope 

and procedure were research goal oriented, and all research activities were hy

pothesis driven. They were aiming to examine the research hypotheses and 

answer the research questions raised in Chap. 1. As approaching to the end 

of the dissertation, it is necessary to revisit these research questions to verify if 

they have been properly answered. The contributions and intellectual merits 

of this research work were also summarized, and recommendations for future 

work were proposed as well. 
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6.1 Answering the Research Questions 

Compared with other additive manufacturing processes, MIP-SL has been char

acterized as a high productivity process owing to its 2D channel feature which 

can solidify the entire layer of the liquid resin by one shoot. Unfortunately, its 

time efficiency is still not comparable to the traditional mass production pro

cess, such as injection molding. Further improvement in the productivity can 

facilitate a wider application of the MIP-SL, especially in the field where time 

efficiency plays a critical role. Motivated by this, in this study the primary goal 

is to improve the time efficiency of MIP-SL process. The corresponding primary 

research question is: 

Primary Research Question: 

Ql: How to improve the overall time efficiency for constrained-surface MIP-SL? 

The total time consumption of MIP-SL is comprised of two component: time 

for pre-fabrication computation and time for manufacturing. Based on this, the 

primary research question has been divided into two sub-questions as: 

Sub-Research Question: 

Ql.1: How to improve the manufacturing efficiency for constrained-surface 

MIP-SL? 

Ql.2: How to improve the computation efficiency for pre-fabrication computa

tion? 

To answer these two sub-questions, we make the following three hypothe

ses: 
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Sub-Hypothesis 

Hl: Pulling-up speed can be optimized to improve the manufacturing efficiency 

without sacrificing the process reliability. 

H2: Time efficiency of the pre-fabrication computation can be improved by 

image-based algorithms. 

H3: Time efficiency of the pre-fabrication can be improved by information reuse. 

Hypothesis Hl aims to improve the time efficiency of the printing process by 

optimize the pulling up speed. However, an inappropriate fast speed may break 

the part or the resin vat. To test this hypothesis, the separation process has been 

investigated in Chap. 2, and the force-time history was obtained based on the 

experiment. According to the feature of the curve, a fracture mechanics-based 

model, Cohesive Zone Model, was selected to characterize the separation pro

cess. Through validation, an agreement was achieved between the experiment 

and the FEA simulation. Together with the tensile strength of the printed part, 

this model can be used to determine the optimal applicable printing speed. The 

separation process has also been modeled from a fluid mechanics perspective. 

This model revels the correlation between the maximum force and the pulling 

up speed, as well as other process parameters. 

Hypothesis H2 was verified in Chap. 3. Based on the specific tool path plan

ning method adopted by the MIP-SL process, an image-based slicing and tool 

path planning approach was proposed. This image-based method converts the 

problem of continuous domain into discrete domain, and then uses the numeric 

method to solve it. Time complexity and space complexity were discussed, and 

experimental results demonstrated that the proposed image-based algorithm 

was approximately 10 times faster than the traditional method for the test cases. 
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The sampling accuracy and error induced by numeric method have also been 

studied and analyzed, and it has been proved that the image-based method is 

conditional error-bounded. 

Hypothesis H3 was tested in Chap. 4. To further improve the computa

tion efficiency, comprehensive information reuse was proposed in the context 

of customization for the MIP-SL. This was based on the observation that high 

similarity of geometrical features exists among customized products. However, 

traditional slicing and tool path planning method does not utilize the geometric 

similarity, and so any single model needs to go through every step. The pro

posed comprehensive information reuse capitalized upon intermediate compu

tation results from the template, and was able to effectively eliminate redun

dant calculations. The experimental results demonstrated that computation ef

ficiency can be greatly improved by applying comprehensive information reuse 

in pre-fabrication computation. 

6.2 Contributions and Intellectual Merit 

Main contributions of this work which is focused on improving the overall time 

efficiency of constrained-surface MIP-SL process are summarized as follows: 

1. Investigated the bonding mechanism between the newly cured layer and 

the bottom of the resin vat; 

2. Based on the property of the force-time history, selected a fracture mechanics

based model, cohesive zone model, to characterize the separation process; 

3. Derived a fluid mechanics-based model that correlated the separation force 

with process parameters and material properties; 
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4. Developed high time efficiency image-based slicing and tool path plan

ning algorithms based on image processing; 

5. Discussed the sampling accuracy and the error for the image-based method; 

6. Proposed a new pre-fabrication computation paradigm based on the idea 

of information reuse; 

7. Investigated the polymerization behavior for different materials and com

positions; 

8. Studied the material replenishment behavior during the continuous print

mg; 

9. Developed a continuous hydrogel printing process which is capable of 

creating a thick channelized hydrogel construct with multi-scale features. 

This research is mainly concentrated on improving the productivity of the constrained

surface MIP-SL process. Part of this work is focused on investigating the sub

stantial separation force and unstable liquid flow from the mechanics perspec-

tive. The thorough understanding of the causes of these phenomena can lead to 

a fundamental solution. The development of image-based algorithms for slic-

ing and tool path planning not only improves the process efficiency but also 

provides insights of applying numeric methods to solve engineering problems. 

The proposed novel computation paradigm aims at handling the geometric sim

ilarity which is very common in highly customized products. The novel geo

metric modeling methodology can be extended into other areas such as com-

puter graphics, computer vision, virtual reality, CNC process planning, robotic 

etc. The development of continuous hydrogel printing process offers a pathway 
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for the fabrication of vascularized, clinically-relevant sized engineered tissues 

which are potentially suitable for rapid injury repair and transplantation. 

6.3 Recommended Future Work 

Although this study did substantial works and reached several achievements, 

the targeted constrained-surface MIP-SL process is far from being perfect. There 

are still a lot of research areas which were not explored in this dissertation. More 

specifically, it is desirable to investigate the following research topics: 

1. Closed-loop control system for constrained-surface MIP-SL: Based on the 

mechanics-based model derived in Chap. 2, a closed-loop control needs 

to be developed to adaptively adjust three process parameters during the 

printing process, including pulling up velocity, elevating height, and push

ing down velocity. 

2. Efficient support generation algorithm: Algorithms for slicing and tool 

path planning were developed in this work based on image process tech

nology. Support generation is another challenging yet critical aspect of the 

pre-fabrication computation of AM. 

3. Efficient pack planning algorithm: In order to improve the throughput, the 

utilization of the building platform needs to be maximized. This algorithm 

aims to the optimal use of the building platform based on the 3D geometric 

models of the customized products. 

4. Efficient geometry alignment and registration algorithm: In Chap. 4, we 

assumed that, all meshes have been identified as either changed or un

changed. For the unchanged facets, their relevant computation results 
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were reused. However, the information is not always available that whether 

or not a mesh is changed from its counterpart from the temple. Therefore, 

an algorithm to efficiently identify the difference between two arbitrary 

models is needed. 

5. Fabrication of other biopolymers and cell types: In this work, only PEGDA, 

GelMA, and various combinations of these two were used to print the hy

drogel, however, there are still more biopolymers whose printability is 

worth exploration, such as collagen-, gelatin-, or alginate-based hydrogel. 

Also, besides the HepG2 cells, how other cell lines will behave in the en

gineered construct also needs to be evaluated. 
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